
Adverbs 

What Do Adverbs Modify? 

An adverb is a word that modifies (describes) a verb (he sings loudly), an adjective (very tall), 

another adverb (ended too quickly), or even a whole sentence (Fortunately, I had brought an 

umbrella). Adverbs often end in -ly, but some (such as fast) look exactly the same as their 

adjective counterparts. 

Tom Longboat did not run badly. 

Tom is very tall. 

The race finished too quickly. 

Fortunately, Lucy recorded Tom’s win. 

It’s easy to identify adverbs in these sentences. 

Adverbs and Verbs 

One of the things adverbs do is modify verbs. This means that they describe the way an action is 

happening. 

Phillip sings loudly in the shower. 

My cat waits impatiently for his food. 

I will seriously consider your suggestion. 



The adverbs in each of the sentences above answer the question in what manner?How does 

Phillip sing? Loudly. How does my cat wait? Impatiently. How will I consider your suggestion? 

Seriously. Adverbs can answer other types of questions about how an action was performed. 

They can also tell you when (We arrived early) and where(Turn here). 

However, there is one type of verb that doesn’t mix well with adverbs. Linking verbs, such 

as feel, smell, sound, seem, and appear, typically need adjectives, not adverbs. A very common 

example of this type of mixup is 

I feel badly about what happened. 

Because “feel” is a verb, it seems to call for an adverb rather than an adjective. But “feel” isn’t 

just any verb; it’s a linking verb. An adverb would describe how you perform the action of 

feeling—an adjective describes what you feel. “I feel badly” means that you are bad at feeling 

things. If you’re trying to read Braille through thick leather gloves, then it might make sense for 

you to say “I feel badly.” But if you’re trying to say that you are experiencing negative emotions, 

“I feel bad” is the phrase you want. 

Adverbs and Adjectives 

Adverbs can also modify adjectives and other adverbs. Often, the purpose of the adverb is to add 

a degree of intensity to the adjective. 

The woman is quite pretty. 

This book is more interesting than the last one. 

The weather report is almost always right. 

The adverb almost is modifying the adverb always, and they’re both modifying right. 
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“Is my singing too loud?” asked Phillip. 

My cat is incredibly happy to have his dinner. 

We will be slightly late to the meeting. 

This bridesmaid dress is a very unflattering shade of puce. 

Adverbs and Other Adverbs 

You can use an adverb to describe another adverb. In fact, if you wanted to, you could use 

several. 

Phillip sings rather enormously too loudly. 

The problem is that it often produces weak and clunky sentences like the one above, so be 

careful not to overdo it. 

Adverbs and Sentences 

Some adverbs can modify entire sentences—unsurprisingly, these are called sentence adverbs. 

Common ones include generally, fortunately, interestingly, and accordingly. Sentence adverbs 

don’t describe one particular thing in the sentence—instead, they describe a general feeling about 

all of the information in the sentence. 

Fortunately, we got there in time. 

Interestingly, no one at the auction seemed interested in bidding on the antique spoon collection. 

At one time, the use of the word hopefully as a sentence adverb (e.g., Hopefully, I’ll get this job) 

was condemned. People continued to use it though, and many style guides and dictionaries now 



accept it. There are still plenty of readers out there who hate it though, so it’s a good idea to 

avoid using it in formal writing. 

Degrees of Comparison 

Like adjectives, adverbs can show degrees of comparison, although it’s slightly less common to 

use them this way. With certain “flat adverbs” (adverbs that look exactly the same as their 

adjective counterparts), the comparative and superlative forms look the same as the adjective 

comparative and superlative forms. It’s usually better to use stronger adverbs (or stronger 

adjectives and verbs) rather than relying on comparative and superlative adverbs. 

An absolute adverb describes something in its own right: 

He smiled warmly A hastily written note 

To make the comparative form of an adverb that ends in -ly, add the word more: 

He smiled more warmly than the others. The more hastily written note contained the clue. 

To make the superlative form of an adverb that ends in -ly, add the word most: 

He smiled most warmly of them all. The most hastily written note on the desk was overlooked. 

Placement of Adverbs 

Place adverbs as close as possible to the words they are supposed to modify. Putting the adverb 

in the wrong spot can produce an awkward sentence at best and completely change the meaning 
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at worst. Be especially careful about the word only, which is one of the most often misplaced 

modifiers. Consider the difference between these two sentences: 

Phillip only fed the cat. Phillip fed only the cat. 

The first sentence means that all Phillip did was feed the cat. He didn’t pet the cat or pick it up or 

anything else. The second sentence means that Phillip fed the cat, but he didn’t feed the dog, the 

bird, or anyone else who might have been around. 

When an adverb is modifying a verb phrase, the most natural place for the adverb is usually the 

middle of the phrase. 

We are quickly approaching the deadline. 

Phillip has always loved singing. 

I will happily assist you. 

When to Avoid Adverbs 

Ernest Hemingway is often held up as an example of a great writer who detested adverbs and 

advised other writers to avoid them. In reality, it’s impossible to avoid adverbs altogether. 

Sometimes we need them, and all writers (even Hemingway) use them occasionally. The trick is 

to avoid unnecessary adverbs. When your verb or adjective doesn’t seem powerful or precise 

enough, instead of reaching for an adverb to add more color, try reaching for a stronger verb or 

adjective instead. Most of the time, you’ll come up with a better word and your writing will be 

stronger for it. 

 



ARTICLES 

What Are Articles? 

Articles are words that define a noun as specific or unspecific. Consider the following examples: 

After the long day, the cup of tea tasted particularly good. 

By using the article  the, we’ve shown that it was one specific day that was long and one specific 

cup of tea that tasted good. 

   EX   :  After a long day, a cup of tea tastes particularly good. 

By using the article a, we’ve created a general statement, implying that any cup of tea would 

taste good after any long day.  

The Definite Article 

The definite article is the word  the. It limits the meaning of a noun to one particular thing. For 

example, your friend might ask, “Are you going to the party this weekend?” The definite article 

tells you that your friend is referring to a specific party that both of you know about. The definite 

article can be used with singular, plural, or uncountable nouns. Below are some examples of the 

definite article the used in context: 

Please give me the hammer. 

Please give me the red hammer; the blue one is too small. 

Please give me the nail. 

Please give me the large nail; it’s the only one strong enough to hold this painting. 
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Please give me the hammer and the nail. 

The Indefinite Article 

The indefinite article takes two forms. It’s the word a when it precedes a word that begins with a 

consonant. It’s the word an when it precedes a word that begins with a vowel. The indefinite 

article indicates that a noun refers to a general idea rather than a particular thing. For example, 

you might ask your friend, “Should I bring a gift to the party?” Your friend will understand that 

you are not asking about a specific type of gift or a specific item. “I am going to bring an apple 

pie,” your friend tells you. Again, the indefinite article indicates that she is not talking about a 

specific apple pie. Your friend probably doesn’t even have any pie yet. The indefinite article 

only appears with singular nouns. Consider the following examples of indefinite articles used in 

context: 

Please hand me a book; any book will do. 

Please hand me an autobiography; any autobiography will do. 

Exceptions: Choosing A or An 

There are a few exceptions to the general rule of using a before words that start with consonants 

and an before words that begin with vowels. The first letter of the word honor, for example, is a 

consonant, but it’s unpronounced. In spite of its spelling, the word honor begins with a vowel 

sound. Therefore, we use an. Consider the example sentence below for an illustration of this 

concept. 

My mother is a honest woman. 
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My mother is an honest woman. 

Similarly, when the first letter of a word is a vowel but is pronounced with a consonant sound, 

use a, as in the sample sentence below: 

She is an United States senator. 

She is a United States senator. 

This holds true with acronyms and initialisms, too: an LCD display, a UK-based 

company, an HR department, a URL. 

Article Before an Adjective 

Sometimes an article modifies a noun that is also modified by an adjective. The usual word order 

is article + adjective + noun. If the article is indefinite, choose a or anbased on the word that 

immediately follows it. Consider the following examples for reference: 

Eliza will bring a small gift to Sophie’s party. 

I heard an interesting story yesterday. 

Indefinite Articles with Uncountable Nouns 

Uncountable nouns are nouns that are either difficult or impossible to count. Uncountable nouns 

include intangible things (e.g., information, air), liquids (e.g., milk, wine), and things that are too 

large or numerous to count (e.g., equipment, sand, wood). Because these things can’t be counted, 

you should never use a or anwith them—remember, the indefinite article is only for singular 



nouns. Uncountable nouns can be modified by words like some, however. Consider the examples 

below for reference: 

Please give me a water. 

Water is an uncountable noun and should not be used with the indefinite article. 

Please give me some water. 

However, if you describe the water in terms of countable units (like bottles), you can use the 

indefinite article. 

Please give me a bottle of water. 

Please give me an ice. 

Please give me an ice cube. 

Please give me some ice . 

Note that depending on the context, some nouns can be countable or uncountable (e.g., hair, 

noise, time): 

We need a light in this room. 

We need some light in this room. 

Using Articles with Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns can help identify whether you’re talking about specific or nonspecific 

items. As we’ve seen, articles also indicate specificity. But if you use both a possessive pronoun 

and an article at the same time, readers will become confused. Possessive pronouns are words 



like his, my, our, its, her, and their. Articles should not be used with pronouns. Consider the 

examples below. 

Why are you reading the my book? 

The and my should not be used together since they are both meant to modify the same noun. 

Instead, you should use one or the other, depending on the intended meaning: 

Why are you reading the book? 

Why are you reading my book? 

Omission of Articles 

Occasionally, articles are omitted altogether before certain nouns. In these cases, the article is 

implied but not actually present. This implied article is sometimes called a “zero article.” Often, 

the article is omitted before nouns that refer to abstract ideas. Look at the following examples: 

Let’s go out for a dinner tonight. 

Let’s go out for dinner tonight. 

The creativity is a valuable quality in children. 

Creativity is a valuable quality in children. 

Many languages and nationalities  are not preceded by an article. Consider the example below: 

I studied the French in high school for four years. 

I studied French in high school for four years. 

Sports and academic subjects do not require articles. See the sentences below for reference: 

 I like to play the baseball. 
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 I like to play baseball . 

 My sister was always good at the math . 

 My sister was always good at math . 

 



In English, a collocation is two or more words that go together naturally. Learning collocations is 

essential for making your English sound fluent and natural! 

Here are 50 common English collocations with the words big, great, large, deep, strong, and 

heavy. 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD BIG 

The word big is often used in collocations with a happening or event, for example: 

 a big accomplishment 

 a big decision 

 a big disappointment 

 a big failure 

 a big improvement 

 a big mistake 

 a big surprise 

(Big is also used when talking about size – click here to learn the difference between big, large, 

tall, and long in English.) 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD GREAT 

The word great is often used in collocations with feelings or qualities. 

Great + feelings 

 great admiration 

 great anger 

 great enjoyment 

 great excitement 

 great fun 

 great happiness 

 great joy 

Great + qualities 

 in great detail 

 great power 

 great pride 

 great sensitivity 

 great skill 

 great strength 

 great understanding 

 great wisdom 

 great wealth 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD LARGE 

The word large is often used in collocations involving numbers and measurements. 

 a large amount 

 a large collection 

 a large number (of) 

 a large population 

 a large proportion 

 a large quantity 

 a large scale 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD STRONG 
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The word strong is often used in collocations with facts and opinions: 

Strong + facts/opinions 

 strong argument 

 strong emphasis 

 strong evidence 

 a strong contrast 

 a strong commitment 

 strong criticism 

 strong denial 

 a strong feeling 

 a strong opinion (about something) 

 strong resistance 

Strong + senses 
 a strong smell 

 a strong taste 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD DEEP 

The word deep is used for some strong feelings: 

 deep depression 

 deep devotion 

It is also used in these expressions: 

 in deep thought 

 in deep trouble 

 in a deep sleep (when the person won’t wake up easily) 

ENGLISH COLLOCATIONS WITH THE WORD HEAVY 

Heavy is used for some weather conditions… 

 heavy rain 

 heavy snow 

 heavy fog 

The word heavy is also used for people with bad habits: 

 a heavy drinker 

 a heavy smoker 

 a heavy drug user 

There’s also the expression “a heavy sleeper” – that’s not someone who sleeps a lot; instead, 

it’s a person who doesn’t wake up easily when sleeping. 

The word heavy is also used in collocations with two unpleasant things: TRAFFIC and TAXES! 

 heavy traffic 

 heavy taxes 

 

A collocation is made up of two or more words that are commonly used together in English. 

Think of collocations as words that usually go together. There are different kinds of collocations 

in English. Strong collocations are word pairings that are expected to come together. Good 

collocation examples of this type of word pairing are combinations with 'make' and 'do'. You 

make a cup of tea, but you do your homework. 
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Collocations are very common in business settings when certain nouns are routinely combined 

with certain verbs or adjectives. For example, draw up a contract, set a price, conduct 

negotiations, etc. 

Collocation Examples 

Here are a number of common collocations in English: 

to make the bed I need to make the bed every day. 

to do homework My son does his homework after dinner. 

to take a risk Some people don't take enough risks in life. 

to give someone advice The teacher gave us some advice on taking tests. 

 

Business Collocations 

Collocations are often used in business and work settings. There are a number of forms including 

adjectives, nouns and other verbs that combine with keywords to form business expressions. 

 Here are some of the collocation examples you will find on these pages: 

Here are some business collocations. 

These collocations are used for specific situations in business. 

to open an account Would you like to open an account at our bank? 

to forgive a debt Do you think the bank would forgive a debt? 

to land a deal We landed a deal worth $3 million. 

to key in a PIN Just key in your PIN at the ATM and you can make a deposit. 

to deposit a check I'd like to deposit this check for $100. 

hard-earned money Once you get a job, you'll know what hard-earned money really is.  

to close a deal I closed a deal on a new account last week. 

to write up a contract Let's write up your contract. 

counterfeit money Be on the lookout for counterfeit money in circulation.  
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Common Expressions 

Collocations are often used as short expressions to describe how someone feels about a situation. 

In this case, collocations can be used in the adjective form, or also as emphatic expressions using 

an intensifier and a verb. Here are a few examples using some common collocations: 

positively encourage someone to do 

something 

We'd like to positively encourage you to buy this stock. 

deeply regret the loss of someone / 

something 

I deeply regret the loss of your loved one. 

to be in an utter fury over something Tom's in an utter fury over the misunderstanding with 

his wife. 

to go to great lengths to do something He went to a great length to explain the situation. 

Learn more of these common expressions. 

 Common Adjective Collocations 

 Emphatic Expressions - Strong Collocations 

Get a Collocation Dictionary  

You can learn collocations from a number of resources. Academics and teachers like to use 

collocation databases to help study common collocation uses. However, for students one of the 

best tools is a collocation dictionary. A collocation dictionary is different from normal 

dictionaries in that it provides you with collocations commonly used with key words rather than 

a definition. Here is an example of a few of the collocations used with the verb 'progress': 

Progress 

 Adverbs: nicely, satisfactory, smoothly, well  - You are progressing smoothly in this 

course.| further - As you further progress, you will learn more.  

 Verb + Progress: fail to - He's failing to progress at work. 

 Prepositions: beyond - She failed to progress beyond high school. | from, through -

 Students should progress from this class with an improved knowledge of the subject.  

 I highly recommend using the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of English 

published by Oxford University Press to begin using collocations as a means of 

improving your vocabulary skills in English.  
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Conjunctions 

What is a conjunction? 

A conjunction is a part of speech that is used to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. 

Conjunctions are considered to be invariable grammar particle, and they may or may not stand 

between items they conjoin. 

Types of Conjunctions 

There are several different types of conjunctions that do various jobs within sentence structures. 

These include: 

 Subordinating conjunctions –  Also known as subordinators, these conjunctions join dependent 

clauses to independent clauses. 

 Coordinating conjunction – Also known as coordinators, these conjunctions coordinate or join 

two or more sentences, main clauses, words, or other parts of speech which are of the same 

syntactic importance. 

 Correlative conjunction – These conjunctions correlate, working in pairs to join phrases or 

words that carry equal importance within a sentence. 

 Conjunctive adverbs – While some instructors do not teach conjunctive adverbs alongside 

conjunctions, these important parts of speech are worth a mention here. These adverbs always 

connect one clause to another, and are used to show sequence, contrast, cause and effect, and 

other relationships. 

When people first learn to write, they usually begin with short, basic sentences like these: “My 

name is Ted. I am a boy. I like dogs.” One of the most important jobs conjunctions do is to 

connect these short sentences so they sound more like this: “I am a boy named Ted, and I like 

dogs.” 

Conjunction Rules 

There are a few important rules for using conjunctions. Remember them and you will find that 

your writing flows better: 
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 Conjunctions are for connecting thoughts, actions, and ideas as well as nouns, clauses, and other 

parts of speech. For example: Mary went to the supermarket and bought oranges. 

 Conjunctions are useful for making lists. For example: We made pancakes, eggs, and coffee for 

breakfast. 

 When using conjunctions, make sure that all the parts of your sentences agree. For example: “I 

work busily yet am careful” does not agree. “I work busily yet carefully” shows agreement. 

Conjunctions List 

There are only a few common conjunctions, yet these words perform many functions: They 

present explanations, ideas, exceptions, consequences, and contrasts. Here is a list of 

conjunctions commonly used in American English: 

 And 

 As 

 Because 

 But 

 For 

 Just as 

 Or 

 Neither 

 Nor 

 Not only 

 So 

 Whether 

 Yet 

Examples of Conjunctions 

In the following examples, the conjunctions are in bold for easy recognition: 

 I tried to hit the nail but hit my thumb instead. 

 I have two goldfish and a cat. 

 I’d like a bike for commuting to work. 

 You can have peach ice cream or a brownie sundae. 

 Neither the black dress northe gray one looks right on me. 
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 My dad always worked hard so we could afford the things we wanted. 

 I try very hard in school yet I am not receiving good grades. 

Conjunction Exercises 

The following exercises will help you gain greater understanding about how conjunctions work. 

Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

8. My brother loves animals. He just brought a puppy __________ a kitten home with him. 

1. But 

2. Or 

3. Yet 

4. And 

Answer: 4. My brother loves animals. He just brought a puppy and a kitten home with him. 

9. I’d like to thank you ______ the lovely gift. 

1. Or 

2. For 

3. And 

4. Yet 

Answer: 2. I’d like to thank you for the lovely gift. 

10. I want to go for a hike _____ I have to go to work today. 

1. But 

2. Yet 

3. Or 

4. For 

Answer: 1. I want to go for a hike but I have to go to work today. 

11. They do not smoke, _____ do they play cards. 

1. And 

2. Or 

3. Nor 

4. Yet 

Answer: 3. They do not smoke, nor do they play cards. 



12. I’m getting good grades _________ I study every day. 

1. Or 

2. Yet 

3. But 

4. Because 

Answer: 4. I’m getting good grades because I study every day. 

 



Developing Hints 

 

 

 

Developing Hints is developing the phrases into full sentences and not merely filling up dashes.  

 

 

 

Points to remember :  

 

 

1. Read the passage twice or thrice carefully.  

 

 

2. Understand the passage well.  

 

 

3. Jot down the points.  

 

 

4. If the events in the passage are in present tense, write the story in the past tense. .  

 

 

5. Arrange the matter in two or three paragraphs.  

 

 

6. Give a suitable title 

 

Develop the following hints into a readable passage and give a suitable title.  
 

 

A rich farmer - lot of land - cattle and servants - two sons - happy life - After some years 

younger son unhappy - asked for his share of the property - wouldn't listen to father's advice - got 

his share - sold them all - went away to another country - fell into bad ways - soon all money 

gone - poor - no one to help him - understood his mistake.  

 

 

Answer : 
 

 



The Disobedient Son 

 

 

Once there was a rich farmer in a Village. He had a lot of land, cattle and many servants. He had 

two sons. He led a happy life with them. After some years the younger son became unhappy.  

 

He asked his father for his share of the property. His father advised him not to demand like that. 

But he would not listen to his father's advice. He got his share and sold them. He had a huge 

amount with him.  

 

With this amount he travelled to a distant country. He had bad company there and fell into evil 

ways. All the money was gone. He became poor and no one helped him. Then he understood his 

mistake and returned to his country. His father and brother took him into their fold and supported 

him forever. We should obey our parents.  

 

Develop the following hints into a readable passage and give a suitable title.  
 

 

Dick – actor – brilliant - strange character - insists on realism - headache to the manager - a new 

drama - first drinking scene - water provided in a cup as usual - Dick insists on liquor - manager 

has to buy a bottle of liquor - second scene – fight - insists on real swords - refuses to handle 

wooden swords - steel swords brought - third scene - hero drinks poison - manager has real 

poison - actor in a fix - promises to be sensible in future  

 

 

Answer : 
 

 

Dick An Actorn 

 

 

Dick was an actor. He was brilliant. He had a strange character. He insisted on realism. He was a 

head ache to the manager. A drama was played. The first was a drinking scene. Water was 

provided in a cup. Dick insisted on liquor. The manager had bought a bottle of liquor. The 

second scene was a fighting scene. He insisted on real swords. Steel swords were brought. The 

third scene was the hero drinking poison. The manager had real poison. The actor was in a fix. 

He promised to be sensible in fut 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fixed Expressions: 

There is a large class of expressions (phrases) in English which are fixed and cannot be changed 

for any reason. Some standard fixed expressions are given below: 

Relating to places or institutions: 

Pattern                                                                         Underlying Meaning 

go to bed                                                                                     to sleep 

be in bed / stay in bed                                                      sleeping, resting 

get out of bed                                                                               get up 

go to school / come to school                                                to study 

go to lunch / dinner                                                          to have lunch / dinner 

be at lunch                                                                                 having lunch 

be in class                                                                         giving or having a lesson 

go to church                                                                                for worship 

be at church                                                                       worshipping in the church 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

be at home                                                                               in one’s own house 

go in(to) hospital                                                                for medical treatment 

be in hospital                                                           receiving medical treatment (a patient) 

be in office                                                                          holding an official position 

be out of office                                                                   ceasing to hold that position 

go to prison                                                                                  as a punishment 

be in prison                                                                                    as a prisoner 

go to university                                                                                to study 

be at university                                                                             be a student 

Relating to means of transport ( travel, send goods): 

Pattern                                                                            Example 

  by air                                                    Most mail goes by air from England to Hong Kong. 

by bus                                                  We can go by bus to Wan Chai. 

by car                                                   The best way to go to Clear water Bay is by car. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by ship / boat                                     Most people travel by boat to Discovery Bay. 

by land                                                 But you can now get to Lantau Island from Kowloon by     

                                                               land since they built the Tei Ma bridge. 

by plane                                               I don’t like to travel by plane in China as you miss seeing   

                                                               so much of the country. 

by sea                                                   In the last century the only way to reach America from       

                                                                 Europe was by sea. 

on foot                                                 We can either get a taxi or go on footas it’s not far. 

Relating to means of dispatch (sending a message): 

Pattern                                                              Example 

    by hand                                              The exam paper has to be delivered by hand. 

by letter                                             You have to send a confirmation by letter-a fax won’t           

                                                             do. 

by post                                                I’ll send the cheque to you by post. 

by radio                                              Taxis usually communicate by radio, although many           

                                                                 drives use mobile phones now. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by cable                                             Some TV channels are are only available by cable. 

by telegram                                     You can send an urgent message by telegram. 

Miscellaneous Phrases that begin with “at” 

at sea  —  When the ferry is at sea you cannot go out on deck. She felt at sea on the first day of 

school. (= confused, perplexed) 

at hand —  The end of the world is at hand. (= near, close in time) 

at least  —  We need at least $20,000 dollars for the furniture. 

at work  —  Phone me at work later. 

at war   —  When Britain and Germany were at war, Sweden remained neutral. 

at last   —  After several attempts we at last got the operating system installed correctly. 

at peace   — Most of the countries of Western Europe have been at peacesince 1945. 

at sight   —  The horses went crazy at sight or smell of a bear. 

at ease  —  I don’t feel at ease with this kind of music. 

at heart   —  He likes living in the city, but at heart he’s still a country boy. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

at length   —  He described his accident at length to everyone. 

at once —  Don’t leave it, do it at once. 

at first  —  I didn’t like it here at first, but now I’ve grown to appreciate it. 

at play   —  There must be an adult on duty when the children are at play. 

at rest  —  His explanation did not put our minds at rest, and we weren’t satisfied. 

at present   —  I’m living in Discovery Bay at present, but not for much longer. 

Phrases that begin with “by”: 

Phrase                                            Example 

by accident              It wasn’t clear if the fire started by accident or on purpose. 

by chance                We met by chance several years later in Hong Kong. 

by day                       Badgers don’t come out by day, they’re nocturnal. 

by design                 It wasn’t done by design, it was unintentional. 

by degrees              You can only learn this by degrees, step by step, you can’t rush it. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by heart                  An actor needs to learn his lines by heart – you can’t read them during a         

                            performance. 

by mistake             I’m sorry, I put the memo in your pigeon hole by mistake – it’s for Mary. 

by name                 The headmaster called out the wrong doers by name at the morning                 

                            assembly. 

by rights                By rights this should be John’s job, but I’ll do it for now. 

by sight                  I know Mr. Brown by sight, but we’ve never been introduced. 

by surprise           The police caught the burglar by surprise while he was trying to break in. 

Phrases that begin with “in”: 

in brief  —  In brief, the prosecution’s case is based on the fact that he lied. 

in case  —  Take an umbrella in case it rains. 

in common   —  He’s my brother, but we don’t have many interests in common. 

in danger  —   We are in danger of losing the contract. 

in debt   —  Most of the farmers are in debt to the banks. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

in difficulties   —  Helicopters were scrambled after reports from a North Sea oil rig that it 

was in difficulties. 

in due course   —  They will have an answer for you in due course, but you have to be patient. 

in fact   —  I thought he was about 50, but in fact he’s only 45. 

in half   —  If you divide the room in half, you would still be able to get all the desks in. 

in general   —  The British are eating less food in general and less junk food in particular. 

in love   —  She is secretly in love with another man. 

in name   —  Gone are the days when this tournament was international in name only. 

in need   —  The government thinks this is an opportunity to reassess how those most in 

need can be helped. 

in order   —  They need a higher grade in order to be accepted on the course. 

in particular   —  The British are eating less food in general and less junk food in particular. 

in pieces   —  He knocked over the vase and it broke in pieces on the floor. 

in private  —   I have something to tell you in private. 

in reply  —   In reply to your question, the answer is yes. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

in secret   —  They believe the government is carrying out research in secret. 

in sight   —  When the island of Tioman came in sight the view was fantastic. 

in stock  —   We don’t have this model in stock, but we can order it for you. 

in turn  —   Let us consider each of those points in turn. 

in time   —  You won’t understand it now, but in time you will. 

in tears   —  The exhibition attracted a lot of people off the streets, many in tears and unable to 

speak. 

in short   —  Good accommodation was in short supply. 

Phrases that begin with “on” : 

on business   —  He has gone to China on business. 

on duty (off duty)  —   My brother is a policeman, and he usually has to be on duty at weekends. 

on fire   —  Many people escaped to the roof because the middle floors were on fire. 

on foot  —   We’ll go on foot as it’s not far. 

on guard   —  There are always some police on guard outside the American embassy. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

on holiday   —  They are on holiday in Chiang Mai just now, but they’ll be back next week. 

on horseback  —   You can tour the Grand Canyon on horseback if you can ride. 

on purpose   —  It was no accident, he fouled the other player on purpose. 

on time   —  The trains usually run on time, although they might be late if there is a lot of snow. 

on sale  —   You can still find pirated software on sale if you know where to go. 

Phrases that begin with “out of” : 

out of control   — Some of the pupils in that school are just out of control. 

out of danger  —   The typhoon has changed direction so it looks as if Hong Kong is out of 

danger. 

out of date  —   You need to check the milk to see that it’s not out of date. 

out of doors  —   In summer the children can play out of doors and have more things to do. 

out of hearing  —   I could see they were talking about me but they were out of hearing so I 

don’t know what they were saying. 

out of order   —  I’m afraid the lift is out of order so you’ll have to use the steps. 

out of sight  —   They stood watching the plane until it was out of sight. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

out of place  —   I feel out of place there, everyone seems to be dressed so formally. 

out of reach   —  The price of a house in Central London is far out of reachof most ordinary 

workers. 

out of stock   —  We are out of stock of this model just now. 

out of turn  —   Government ministers who speak out of turn are likely to be reprimanded. 

out of work   —  More than 7% of the work force is out of work now. 

Phrases that begin with “within”: 

within hearing   —  Don’t say anything about it while he’s within hearing. 

within reach   —  The championship is now within reach for Liverpool if they can beat 

Manchester United. 

within sight  —   I live within sight of the Kowloon coast and Hong Kong island. 

PRACTICE: 

Rewrite the following sentences using the correct form of fixed expressions: 

(Compare your answers after completing the exercise) 

1. I’m afraid that’s never come into my mind. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. He’s so happy as a clam since he met Linda. 

3. You decide. It’s up for you. 

4. Could you put in a good sentence for me with the boss? 

5. What of the world do you mean? 

6. She’s so very pleased of her new car. 

7. I can assure you that it is a happiness to deal with you. 

8. Jack feels very strong about the need for a new park in town. 

9. It has showed to our attention that your daughter has missed five classes. 

10. I’d like to thank you for behalf of our company. 

11. That listens like a wonderful opportunity! 

12. He’s got mixed feelings with his new school. 

13. I’m sorry. I didn’t keep that. What did you say? 

14. Thank you as much for inviting me to the party! 

Answers: 

1. I’m afraid that’s never entered my mind. 

2. He’s as happy as a clam since he met Linda. 

3. You decide. It’s up to you. 

4. Could you put in a good word for me with the boss? 

5. What in the world do you mean? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. She’s so very pleased with her new car. 

7. I can assure you that it is a pleasure to deal with you. 

8. Jack feels very strongly about the need for a new park in town. 

9. It has come to our attention that your daughter has missed five classes. 

10. I’d like to thank you on behalf of our company. 

11. That sounds like a wonderful opportunity! 

12. He’s got mixed feelings about his new school. 

13. I’m sorry. I didn’t catch that. What did you say? 

14. Thank you so much for inviting me to the party! 

Some idiomatic expressions such as ‘by and large‘, ‘on the up and up‘, ‘few and far between‘, 

‘fly in the ointment‘ or ‘under the weather‘ don’t change and are invariable, and therefore called 

fixed expressions. 

EXERCISE: 

I Make use of the given fixed expressions in sentences: 

On time, in time, out of stock, out of danger, in fact, in order, by mistake, by chance, at length, at 

ease, on foot, by land. 

Semi-fixed expressions: 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Semi-fixed expressions are phrases or idioms that retain the same basic word order throughout. 

But some semi-fixed expressions can change some of their parts. Hence semi-fixed expressions 

are classified into decomposable and non-decomposable semi-fixed idioms. Semi-fixed 

expressions follow strict constraints on word order and composition but undergo some degree of 

lexical variation. Idioms, and certain compound nouns and proper names which do not change 

are called non-decomposable semi-fixed idioms. Compound nouns such as car park, attorney 

general are non-decomposable idioms. They are syntactically unalterable units. The words in the 

phrase or the idiom cannot be separated and if they are separated, no meaning can be derived. 

For example, in the idiom kick the bucket, separate meanings of words will not give the meaning 

of the whole idiom. No such analysis is possible. But in the idiom spill the beans, the 

word spill separately means ‘reveal’ and the beans means ‘secrets’ giving the overall sense 

reveal the secrets. This is a decomposable semi-fixed expression. 

EXERCISE: 

Frame sentences using the following semi-fixed expressions: 

Rains cats and dogs, the lion’s share, turn a deaf ear to, in a nutshell, caught red-handed, break 

the ice, a storm in a tea cup, bag and baggage, burn the midnight oil, in the long run. 

 



 

GREETINGS 

Greeting is an act of communication in which human beings intentionally make their presence 

known to each other, to show attention to, and to suggest a type of relationship (usually cordial) 

or social status (formal or informal) between individuals or groups of people coming in contact 

with each other. 

Common English Greetings and Expressions 

English-speaking people usually greet each other in an informal way, so you can use these 

common conversational greetings for friends, family, as well as people you meet in casual 

settings. 

What if you don’t have constant access to English speakers? How can you practice these 

expressions? 

. Fluent  provides real-world English videos, like movie trailers, music videos, inspiring talks and 

more—that’ve been transformed into a language learning experience. 

Each video comes with interactive captions. Just click any unfamiliar word for an instant 

definition and pronunciation. There are also flashcards and exercises to make sure you remember 

the words. 

It’s a super fun way to learn English the way native speakers really u and start learning the 

phrases below (and many more) from real situations. 

1. Hey, Hey man, or Hi 

You can use “hey” and “hi” to greet someone instead of “hello”. Both are particularly popular 

among younger people. While “hi” is appropriate to use in any casual situation, “hey” is for 

people who have already met. If you say “hey” to a stranger, it might be confusing for that 

person because he or she will try to remember when you met before! You can also add “man” to 

the end of “hey” when greeting males. Some people also use “hey man” to casually greet 

younger women, but only do this if you know the woman very well. Remember that “hey” 

doesn’t always mean “hello”. “Hey” can also be used to call for someone’s attention. 

2. How’s it going? or How are you doing? 

These are casual ways of asking “how are you?” If you’re trying to be particularly polite, stick 

with “how are you?” but otherwise, you can use these expressions to greet almost anyone.  The 
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word “going” is usually shortened, so it sounds more like “go-in”. You can answer with “it’s 

going well” or “I’m doing well” depending on the question.  Although it’s not grammatically 

correct, most people just answer “good” – and you can too. Like when responding to “how are 

you?” you can also follow your answer by asking “and you?”. 

3. What’s up?, What’s new?, or What’s going on? 

These are some other informal ways of asking “how are you?” which are typically used to 

casually greet someone you have met before. Most people answer with “nothing” or “not 

much”.  Or, if it feels right to make small talk, you could also briefly describe anything new or 

interesting that’s going on in your life, before asking “what about you?” to continue the 

conversation. 

4. How’s everything ?, How are things?, or How’s life? 

These are some other common ways of asking “how are you?” They can be used to casually 

greet anyone, but most often they’re used to greet someone you already know. To these, you can 

answer “good” or “not bad”. Again, if small talk feels appropriate, you could also briefly share 

any interesting news about your life, and then ask the person “what about you?” or another 

greeting question. 

5. How’s your day? or How’s your day going? 

These questions mean “how are you?” not just right now, but how you’ve been all day. You 

would use these greetings later in the day and with someone you see regularly. For example, you 

might ask a co-worker one of these questions in the afternoon, or a cashier that you see at the 

grocery store every evening. “It’s going well” is the grammatically correct response, but many 

people simply answer with “fine”, “good” or “alright”. By the way, notice that “good”, “fine” or 

“not bad” are perfect answers to almost any greeting question. 

6. Good to see you or Nice to see you 

These casual greetings are used with friends, co-workers or family members that you haven’t 

seen in a while. It’s common for close friends to hug when they greet each other, particularly if 

they haven’t seen each other in some time; so you might use this greeting along with a hug or 

handshake depending on your relationship with the person. 

7. Long time no see or It’s been a while 

These casual greetings are used when you haven’t seen someone in a long time, particularly if 

you meet that person unexpectedly. How much is a long time? It depends on how often you 

normally see that person. For example, you could use one of these greetings if you normally see 



the person every week, but then don’t see them for a few months or more. Usually, these phrases 

are followed with a question like “how are you”, “how have you been?” or “what’s new?” 

Business Greetings and Formal Greetings 

It’s best to begin by using formal greetings in most business situations, and then listen to how 

your co-workers or business partners greet you. It’s a good idea to wait until someone speaks 

casually with you before you speak casually with them. You may find that people will begin to 

use casual greetings with you over time, as you get to know each other better. Formal greetings 

are also used when you meet older people. 

8. Good morning, Good afternoon, or Good evening 

These are formal ways of saying “hello”, which change depending on the time of day.  Keep in 

mind that “good night” is only used to say “good bye”, so if you meet someone late in the day, 

remember to greet them with “good evening”, rather than “good night”. Good morning can be 

made more casual by simply saying “morning”.  You can also use “afternoon” or “evening” as 

informal greetings, but these are less commonly used. 

9. It’s nice to meet you or Pleased to meet you 

These greetings are formal and polite. If you say this to someone when you meet him or her for 

the first time, it will make you seem courteous. Remember to only use these greetings 

the first time you meet someone. Next time you see the person you can show that you remember 

him or her by saying “it’s nice to see you again”. 

10. How have you been? 

This greeting question is only asked by people who have already met. If someone asks you “how 

have you been?” they want to know if you have been well since the last time the two of you met. 

11. How do you do? 

This greeting is VERY formal, and quite uncommon, but it may still be used by some older 

people. The proper response is “I’m doing well” or, as strange as it seems, some people even ask 

“how do you do?” right back as an answer. 

Slang English Greetings 

Slang greetings are extremely informal, and should only be used with people that you know very 

well, and feel very comfortable with. Keep in mind that a lot of slang is regional, and using 

Australian slang, for example, in America can sound quite strange. You’ll need to learn the local 

slang wherever you are, but these common examples will help you get started. 



12. Yo! 

This extremely informal greeting is common in America. It comes from 1990’s hip-hop slang 

and these days it’s often used jokingly. This greeting should only be used with very close friends, 

and never in a business setting. 

13. Are you OK?, You alright?, or Alright mate? 

This casual way of asking both “hello” and “how are you” is common in Britain. You can 

respond “yeah, fine”, or simply “alright”. 

14. Howdy! 

This is a very informal abbreviation of “how do you do?” that is common in certain parts of 

Canada and the U.S. Keep in mind that if you say “howdy” outside of these regions, you will 

sound like a cowboy, and it might make the other person laugh. 

15. Sup? or Whazzup? 

These greetings are abbreviations of “what’s up?” which are common among teenagers. Like 

with “what’s up?” you can answer “nothing” or “not much”. 

16. G’day mate! 

This casual greeting is an Australian abbreviation of “good day”.  Keep in mind that Australian 

greetings often use “ya” instead of “you”. So “how are ya?” is the same as “how are you?”, and 

“how are ya going?” is basically the same as “how’s it going?” or “how are you doing?” 

17. Hiya! 

This greeting, short for “how are you?”, is commonly used in certain parts of England. However, 

you don’t need to actually answer this question – you can just say “hey!” right back. 

  

I hope you enjoy trying out these new English greetings. You’ll find that greeting people in 

different ways will help your English sound more natural, and it might even make English 

greetings more fun and interesting for you. 

 



Guessing meaning from context 

Confronted with texts, language learners may be stuck by shortage of vocabulary inventory and 

thus be unable to understand what texts are about. The first thing that a learner does to 

understand a difficult word is to look it up using the nearest dictionary. There are however 

techniques learners may use to get the meaning of such vocabulary items. One of these 

techniques is guessing meaning from context. 

No matter what level our students are in, they will often come across difficult words in texts they 

are exposed to. Inferring and guessing meanings of unfamiliar words is a strategy which is worth 

developing. 

Guessing meaning from context 

Guessing from context refers to the ability to infer the meaning of an expression using contextual 

clues. These clues may be purely linguistic or situational: 

 Linguistic context: the linguistic environment in which a word is used within a text 

 Situational context: extra linguistic elements that contribute to the construction of meaning 

this may involve background knowledge of the subject. 

What this amounts to is that learners should be able to infer the meaning of an unknown word 

using: 

1. the meaning of vocabulary items that surrounds it; 

2. the way the word is formed; 

3. background knowledge of the subject and the situation. 

Techniques for guessing 

Texts are often full of redundancy and consequently students can use the relation between 

different items within a text to get the meaning. Our prior knowledge of the world may also 

contribute to understand what an expression means. 

 Synonyms and definitions: 

 Kingfishers are a group of small to medium-sized brightly colored birds 

 When he made insolent remarks towards his teacher they sent him to the principal for 

being disrespectful 

 Antonym and contrast 
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 He loved her so much for being so kind to him. By contrast, he abhorred her mother 

 Cause and effect 

 He was disrespectful towards other members. That’s why he was sent off 

and penalized. 

 Parts of speech 

 Whether the word is a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb, functioning as a subject, 

a predicate or a complement. 

 Examples 

 Trojan is an example of a computer virus 

 Word forms (the morphological properties of the word) 

 Getting information from affixes (prefixes and suffixes) to understand a word. 

Examples: dis- (meaning not), –less (meaning without)… 

 General knowledge 

 The French constitution establishes laïcité as a system of government where there is a 

strict separation of church and state. 

These techniques help students get the meaning of words or at least narrow the possibilities. If 

need be using the dictionary should be the last resort to fine tune  the understanding of a 

vocabulary item 

 



Introducing Oneself 

Introduction 

“Last time you learned social skills involved in conversation. Today we will familiarize 

ourselves with introducing oneself and conversation starting points. This is useful for beginning 

friendships, building rapport with your growing network, and coming across as friendly and 

approachable with coworkers or employers.” 

Discussion: Starting a Conversation 

“Keep in mind the following when initiating an introduction or conversation with an unfamiliar 

person: 

 It’s perfectly normal to feel a little nervous or uncomfortable meeting unfamiliar people. Don’t 

let it stop you from making contact with others. 

 The other person will almost certainly be thankful you took the initiative to meet and get to know 

him. It will make him feel important. 

 Shaking hands is not the norm in a high school setting. However, when networking or making 

friends post high-school, you will be viewed as polite and confident when you introduce yourself 

with a greeting, smile, and a firm handshake. 

 Speak confidently, with a positive, up-beat tone of voice. 

 Stand upright, facing the speaker. 

 Say “Hi” and ask for the name of the other person and try to use it in the conversation once or 

twice. It will help you remember the name and will foster closeness. After learning the other 

person’s name, offer your name. 

 Ask questions that encourage the other person to talk about himself. Almost everybody likes to 

talk about themselves. 

 Seek commonality. Create deeper conversation about similarities or commonalities you share. 

 Be an attentive, expressive listener. Recognize the other person is important and has a unique 

story. 

 Demonstrate genuine interest through eye contact, head nodding, and saying words of 

understanding such as “Oh,” “Wow,” “Oh no,” or “Uh-huh.” 

Exercise: Introductions 

Have the student practice introducing himself to you or another familiar person. After becoming 

accustomed to a well-composed introduction, the student should practice introducing himself and 

starting a conversation with an unfamiliar person. 

Discussion: Asking Questions 

Encourage the student to ask questions of the person he is meeting. The type of questions will 

differ depending on if the student is meeting a potential friend or if this is a work-related setting. 

Remind the student that the goals are understanding the other person and seeking common 

ground in order to spark genuine conversation over shared interests. 

Brainstorm appropriate questions that help one get to know a potential friend. Examples include: 



 Begin dialogue about whatever you have in common, maybe it’s the location. Are you 

somewhere unique or interesting? Let’s say you’re at a music lounge. Some questions could be: 

What brings you here? Are you a big music fan, too? What kind of music do you like? 

 Where are you from? 

 What else do you enjoy? 

 Doing anything exciting this weekend? 

 Where do you go to school or what do you do for a living? 

Brainstorm appropriate questions that help one get to know a person in a work-related setting, 

particularly a manager or higher-ranking individual. Examples include: 

 How was your weekend? 

 What project are you working on? How’s it going? Anything I can do to help? 

 Did you say your wife and kids are joining you? How old are your children? 

 Where are you from? 

 What school did you attend? 

 



Letter Writing 

A letter is a written message that can be handwritten or printed on paper. It is usually sent to the 

recipient via mail or post in an envelope, although this is not a requirement as such. Any such 

message that is transferred via post is a letter, a written conversation between two parties. 

Now that E-mails and texts and other such forms have become the norm for communication, the art 

of letter writing has taken a backseat. However, even today a lot of our communication, especially 

the formal kind, is done via letters. Whether it is a cover letter for a job, or the bank sending you a 

reminder or a college acceptance letter, letters are still an important mode of communication. Which 

is why it is important that we know the intricacies of letter writing. 

Types of Letters 

Let us first understand that there are broadly two types of letter, namely Formal Letters, and 

Informal Letters. But then there are also a few types of letters based on their contents, formalities, 

the purpose of letter writing etc. Let us have a look at the few types of letters. 

 Formal Letter: These letters follow a certain pattern and formality. They are strictly kept 

professional in nature, and directly address the issues concerned. Any type of business letter 

or letter to authorities falls within this given category. 

 Informal Letter: These are personal letters. They need not follow any set pattern or adhere 

to any formalities. They contain personal information or are a written conversation. Informal 

letters are generally written to friends, acquaintances, relatives etc. 

 Business Letter: This letter is written among business correspondents, generally contains 

commercial information such as quotations, orders, complaints, claims, letters for collections 

etc. Such letters are always strictly formal and follow a structure and pattern of formalities. 

 Official Letter: This type of letter is written to inform offices, branches, subordinates of 

official information. It usually relays official information like rules, regulations, procedures, 

events, or any other such information. Official letters are also formal in nature and follow 

certain structure and decorum. 

 Social Letter: A personal letter written on the occasion of a special event is known as a 

social letter. Congratulatory letter, condolence letter, invitation letter etc are all social letters. 

 Circular Letter: A letter that announces information to a large number of people is a circular 

letter. The same letter is circulated to a large group of people to correspond some important 

information like a change of address, change in management, the retirement of a partner etc. 

 Employment Letters: Any letters with respect to the employment process, like joining letter, 

promotion letter, application letter etc. 
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Letter Writing Tips 

Now that we have learned the basics of communicating via letters and the types of letters as well, let 

us focus on some tips for the actual letter writing. 

1] Identify the type of letter 

This obviously is the first step of the letter writing process. You must be able to identify the type of 

letter you are to be writing. This will be dictated by the person the letter is addressed to and the 

information that will be conveyed through the letter. Suppose you were writing to the principal of 

your college to ask for leave, this would be a formal letter. But say you were writing to your old 

college professor catching up after a long time. Then this would be a personal (informal) letter. 

2] Make sure you open and close the letter correctly 

Opening a letter in the correct manner is of utmost importance. Formal letters open with a particular 

structure and greeting that is formal in nature. Informal letters can be addressed to the person’s 

name or any informal greeting as the writer wishes. 

Even when closing the letter, it must be kept in mind what type of letter is being written. Formal 

letters end respectfully and impersonally, whereas informal letters may end with a more personal 

touch. 

3] Establish the main intent of the letter 

Once you start writing, make sure to get to the point as soon as possible. Especially in formal letters, 

it is important to immediately make clear the purpose of the letter. 

4] Be careful of the language 

A letter is always supposed to be polite and considerate. Even if it is a complaint letter, the point 

must be made in a careful and courteous manner. So it is necessary to use polite expressions and 

civil language in all types of letters. 

5] Length of the letter 

And the other important factor to be considered is the length of the letter you are writing. It should 

be kept in mind that formal letters are generally to the point, precise and short. Lengthy formal 

letters tend to not have the desired effect on the reader. The length of an informal letter is 

determined by the message in the letter and the relation to the recipient. 

Read more about Informal and Formal letter. 
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Solved Example for You 

Q: Alex was to write a letter to her class teacher asking permission to remain absent from school for 

2 days on account of some personal matter. What type of letter will he be writing? 

a. Personal Letter 

b. Business Letter 

c. Formal Letter 

d. Any of the above 

Ans: The correct option is C. While the teacher is a personal acquaintance of Alex, the situation 

demands a formal letter and not a personal letter. 

ules for Writing Formal Letters 

 

In English there are a number of conventions that should be used when writing a formal or 

business letter. Furthermore, you try to write as simply and as clearly as possible, and not to 

make the letter longer than necessary. Remember not to use informal language like contractions. 

Addresses: 

1) Your Address 

The return address should be written in the top right-hand corner of the letter. 

2) The Address of the person you are writing to 

The inside address should be written on the left, starting below your address. 

Date: 

Different people put the date on different sides of the page. You can write this on the right or the 

left on the line after the address you are writing to. Write the month as a word. 

Salutation or greeting: 

1) Dear Sir or Madam, 

If you do not know the name of the person you are writing to, use this. It is always advisable to 

try to find out a name. 

2) Dear Mr Jenkins, 

If you know the name, use the title (Mr, Mrs, Miss or Ms, Dr, etc.) and the surname only. If you 



are writing to a woman and do not know if she uses Mrs or Miss, you can use Ms, which is for 

married and single women. 

Ending a letter: 

1) Yours Faithfully 

If you do not know the name of the person, end the letter this way. 

2) Yours Sincerely 

If you know the name of the person, end the letter this way. 

3) Your signature 

Sign your name, then print it underneath the signature. If you think the person you are writing to 

might not know whether you are male of female, put you title in brackets after your name. 

  



 

 



PARAGRAPH WRITING 

What is a paragraph? 

Paragraphs are comprised of sentences, but not random sentences. A paragraph is a group of 

sentences organized around a central topic. In fact, the cardinal rule of paragraph writing is to 

focus on one idea. A solidly written paragraph takes its readers on a clear path, without detours. 

Master the paragraph, and you’ll be on your way to writing “gold-star” essays, term papers, and 

stories. 

How do you write a paragraph? 

A basic paragraph structure usually consists of five sentences: the topic sentence, three 

supporting sentences, and a concluding sentence. But the secrets to paragraph writing lay in four 

essential elements, which when used correctly, can make a okay paragraph into 

a great paragraph. 

1. Element #1: Unity. Unity in a paragraph begins with the topic sentence. Every paragraph 

has one single, controlling idea that is expressed in its topic sentence, which is typically the 

first sentence of the paragraph. A paragraph is unified around this main idea, with the 

supporting sentences providing detail and discussion. In order to write a good topic 

sentence, think about your theme and all the points you want to make. Decide which point 

drives the rest, and then write it as your topic sentence. 

2. Element #2: Order. Order refers to the way you organize your supporting sentences. 

Whether you choose chronological order, order of importance, or another logical 

presentation of detail, a solid paragraph always has a definite organization. In a well-

ordered paragraph, the reader follows along easily, aided by the pattern you’ve established. 

Order helps the reader grasp your meaning and avoid confusion. 

3. Element #3: Coherence. Coherence is the quality that makes your writing understandable. 

Sentences within a paragraph need to connect to each other and work together as a whole. 

One of the best ways to achieve coherency is to use transition words. These words create 

bridges from one sentence to the next. You can use transition words that show order (first, 

second, third); spatial relationships (above, below) or logic (furthermore, in addition, in 

fact). Also, in writing a paragraph, using a consistent verb tense and point of view are 

important ingredients for coherency. 

4. Element #4: Completeness. Completeness means a paragraph is well-developed. If all 

sentences clearly and sufficiently support the main idea, then your paragraph is complete. 

If there are not enough sentences or enough information to prove your thesis, then the 

paragraph is incomplete. Usually three supporting sentences, in addition to a topic sentence 

and concluding sentence, are needed for a paragraph to be complete. The concluding 

sentence or last sentence of the paragraph should summarize your main idea by reinforcing 

your topic sentence. 

Writing Paragraph Prompts: Using the Four Essential Elements 



Writing paragraphs takes practice, but what should students write about? Good paragraph writing 

prompts allow students to write about what they know and like, so their focus can be on the 

writing process and using the four essential elements. Paragraph writing prompts, such 

as Explain why ______ is your favorite activity, encourage students to develop a topic sentence, 

write supporting sentences in a proper order, use transition words to achieve coherency, and 

conclude their paragraphs for completeness. 

Personal Training for Good Paragraph Writing 

Students love Time4Writing’s online writing courses because they help develop strong writing 

skills and a high level of comfort with the entire writing process. The online writing courses 

provide a personal approach for students because they work one-on-one with a certified teacher. 

Time4Writing provides online writing classes for elementary, middle school, and high school 

students and pairs each student with a certified teacher for one-on-one writing instruction. 

Time4Writing’s eight-week online writing courses are highly effective in helping students apply 

the writing process and build writing confidence. Learn more about 

Time4Writing’s elementary, middle school paragraph and high school online writing 

courses. 

 

https://www.time4writing.com/
https://www.time4writing.com/
https://www.time4writing.com/elementary-school/paragraph-writing/
https://www.time4writing.com/middle-school/paragraph-writing/
https://www.time4writing.com/high-school/
https://www.time4writing.com/high-school/


Participating in conversations 

Participating in conversations makes you a follower of the conversation without being involved 

as a recipient. You'll continue to get notifications when customer messages arrive and when staff 

replies go out. Participating is a great way for customer service team managers to stay involved 

in a conversation to help monitor response quality. You can also participate in conversations 

when you have plans to get involved at a later time or date. 

Participants of a conversation are also those involved in particular thread. Participants receive 

new messages through email and act as CCs. By default, you can add participants by composing 

a new message in Reamaze and inputting email addresses in the recipients field. You can also 

add participants to a conversation if you reply to a message in a conversation thread through 

email and adding a CC address 

 



PHRASAL VERBS 

  

What is a phrasal verb? 

  

A phrasal verb is a verb followed by a preposition or an adverb; the combination creates a meaning different from the 

original verb alone. 

  

 

  

Phrasal verbs are part of a large group of verbs called "multi-part" or "multi-word" verbs. 

The preposition or adverb that follows the verb is sometimes called a particle. 

  

Phrasal verbs and other multi-word verbs are an important part of the English language. 

  

However, they are mainly used in spoken English and informal texts. They should be avoided in academic writing where it 

is preferable to use a formal verb such as 

"to postpone" 

rather than "to put off". 

  

Transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs : 

  

Some phrasal verbs are transitive. (A transitive verb always has an object.) Example : I made up an excuse. ('Excuse' is 

the object of the verb.) 

  



Some phrasal verbs are intransitive . (An intransitive verb does not have an object.) 

  

Example : My car broke down. 

  

Separable or inseparable phrasal verbs : 

  

Some transitive phrasal verbs are separable. (The object is between the verb and the preposition.) 

  

Example : I looked the word up in the dictionary. 

  

Some transitive phrasal verbs are inseparable. (The object is placed after the preposition.) 

Example : I will look into the matter as soon as possible. 

  

Some transitive phrasal verbs can take an object in both places. Example : I picked up the book. Ipicked the book up. 

  

However, if the object is a pronoun, it must be placed between the verb and the preposition. 

  

Example : I picked it up. 

  

The phrasal verb list as follows: 



  

 

 

 

 













 



    





 

  



 

 

 

 

 



PREPOSITIONS 

There are two very important rules to remember when using prepositions. Because they are 

somewhat vague, learning about prepositions and using them correctly in sentences takes 

practice. Because 1:1 translation is often impossible when dealing with propositions, even the 

most advanced English students have some difficulty at first. 

 The first rule is that certain propositions must be used to make the relationships between words 

in a sentence clear. Most prepositions are interchangeable but only to a certain extent. 

 The second rule for using prepositions is that these words must be followed by nouns. 

There are more than 100 prepositions in the English language. In addition, there are endless 

possibilities for creating  prepositional phrases.  In the following sections, you will find 

examples of prepositions, types of prepositions, a comprehensive list of prepositions, and some 

helpful preposition exercises. 

As you read the examples and study the list, remember that prepositions usually convey concepts 

such as comparison, direction, place, purpose, source possession, and time. 

Examples of Prepositions 

In the following sentences, examples of prepositions have been italicized. As you read, consider 

how using different prepositions or even different types of prepositions in place of the examples 

might change the relationship between the rest of the words in the sentence. 

I prefer to read in the library. 

He climbed up the ladder to get into the attic. 

Please sign your name on the dotted line after you read the contract. 

Go down the stairs and through the door. 

He swam across the pool. 

Take your brother with you. 

Types of Prepositions 

http://www.gingersoftware.com/content/grammar-rules/preposition/prepositional-phrases/


There are three types of prepositions, including time prepositions, place prepositions, and 

direction prepositions. 

Time prepositions are those such as before, after, during, and until; place prepositions are 

those indicating position, such as around, between, and against; and direction prepositions are 

those indicative of direction, such as across, up, and down. Each type of preposition is important. 

Preposition Exercises 

The following exercises will help you gain greater understanding about how prepositions work. 

Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

1. The bone was _______ the dog. 

1. About 

2. For 

3. After 

4. Considering 

Answer: B. The bone was for the dog. 

2. We are going on vacation _______ August. 

1. On 

2. At 

3. In 

4. Since 

Answer: C. We are going on vacation in August. 

3. Please put the vase ________ the table. 

1. In 

2. On 

3. For 

4. Over 

Answer: B. Please put the vase on the table. 

http://www.gingersoftware.com/content/grammar-rules/preposition/preposition-time/
http://www.gingersoftware.com/content/grammar-rules/preposition/preposition-place/


4. I received a present ________ Janet. 

1. From 

2. Of 

3. By 

4. About 

Answer: A. I received a present from Janet. 

5. School begins ________ Monday. 

1. In 

2. On 

3. From 

4. Since 

Answer: B. School begins on Monday. 

  

List of Prepositions 

While there are only about 150 prepositions in the English language, these words are among the 

most important. Without them, the sentences we speak, read, and write would be difficult to 

understand. The following list of prepositions is not a complete one, however it is among the 

most comprehensive lists of prepositions available anywhere. 

Aboard 

About 

Above 

Absent 

Across 

After 



Against 

Along 

Alongside 

Amid 

Among 

Amongst 

Anti 

Around 

As 

At 

Before 

Behind 

Below 

Beneath 

Beside 

Besides 

Between 

Beyond 

But 



By 

Circa 

Concerning 

Considering 

Despite 

Down 

During 

Except 

Excepting 

Excluding 

Failing 

Following 

For 

From 

Given 

In 

Inside 

Into 

Like 



Minus 

Near 

Of 

Off 

On 

Onto 

Opposite 

Outside 

Over 

Past 

Per 

Plus 

Regarding 

Round 

Save 

Since 

Than 

Through 

To 



Toward 

Towards 

Under 

Underneath 

Unlike 

Until 

Up 

Upon 

Versus 

Via 

With 

Within 

Without 

Worth 

 



` Reading Comprehension Passage 

 

Reading Comprehension Exercise with Answers-2 with Questions and Answers 

Direction for Questions 1 - 10: In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has 

been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage and against each, five words are 

suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case. 

  

(You should check your answers after attempting all questions) 
  

Not a …(1)… passes without a controversy …(2)… over the national sports awards. The …(3)… 

that arises every year following the announcement of the Khel Ratna, Arjuna and Dronacharya 

awards often …(4)… to accusations of bias, regionalism and …(5)… . Representations to the 

Sports Minister, interventions …(6)… Chief Ministers, Union Ministers and politicians have 

all …(7)… part of the game, though the rules stipulate that any form of “canvassing” could lead 

to disqualification of an …(8)… . In practice, no such disqualification takes …(69)… and 

aspiring candidates readily plead their cases with the Sports Minister even after the 

recommendations of the awards panel become public …(10). 

  

1.    ---------- (1)? 

  

         A)    distance 

         B)    year 

         C)    right 

         D)    second 

  

2.    ------------ (2) ? 

         A)    harming 

         B)    developing 

         C)    surrounding 

         D)    erupting 

  

3.    ------------- (3) ? 

         A)    debate 

         B)    understanding 

         C)    struggle 

         D)    discussion 

  

4.    ------------- (4) ? 

         A)    permits 

         B)    allows 

         C)    leads 

         D)    results 

  

5.    ------------- (5) ? 

         A)    honesty 

         B)    complexity 



         C)    encourage 

         D)    manipulation 

  

6.    ------------- (6) ? 

         A)    for 

         B)    by 

         C)    from 

         D)    with 

  

7.    ------------- (7) ? 

         A)    become 

         B)    crossed 

         C)    affected 

         D)    lasted 

  

8.    ------------- (8) ? 

         A)    award 

         B)    game 

         C)    entry 

         D)    theory 

  

9.    ------------- (9) ? 

         A)    part 

         B)    toll 

         C)    role 

         D)    place 

  

10.    ------------- (10) ? 

        A)  Choice 

        B)  Fury 

        C)  Property 

        D)  Knowledge 

  

  

Check Your Answers to RC Questions     

Q No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ans B D A C D B 

  

Reading Comprehension Exercise with Answers -3 with Questions and Answers 

Directions for questions 1 to 6- Read the short passage below and answer the questions that 

follow:   
  

(You should check your answers after attempting all questions) 
  



Marie was born in 1867 in Warsaw, Poland, where her father was a Professor of Physics. At an 

early age, she displayed a brilliant mind and a blithe personality. Her great exuberance for 

learning prompted her to continue with her studies after high school. She became disgruntled, 

however, when she learned that the university in Warsaw was closed to women. Determined to 

receive a higher education, she defiantly left Poland and in 1891 entered the Sorbonne, a French 

university, where she earned her master's degree and doctorate in physics. 

  

Marie was fortunate to have studied at the Sorbonne with some of the greatest scientists of her 

day, one of whom was Pierre Curie. Marie and Pierre were married in 1895 and spent many 

productive years working together in the physics laboratory. A short time after they discovered 

radium, Pierre was killed by a horse-drawn wagon in 1906. Marie was stunned by this horrible 

misfortune and endured heartbreaking anguish. Despondently she recalled their close 

relationship and the joy that they had shared in scientific research. The fact that she had two 

young daughters to raise by herself greatly increased her distress. 

  

Curie's feeling of desolation finally began to fade when she was asked to succeed her husband as 

a physics professor at the Sorbonne. She was the first woman to be given a professorship at the 

world-famous university. In 1911 she received the Nobel Prize in chemistry for isolating radium. 

Although Marie Curie eventually suffered a fatal illness from her long exposure to radium, she 

never became disillusioned about her work. Regardless of the consequences, she had dedicated 

herself to science and to revealing the mysteries of the physical world. 

  

Q.1. Marie had a bright mind and a          personality. 
(A) Strong     (B) lighthearted (C) Humorous       (D) Strange 

  

Q.2. When she learned that she could not attend the university in Warsaw, she felt      . 
(A) Hopeless  (B) Annoyed    (C) Depressed      (D) Worried 

  

Q.3.  Marie         by leaving Poland and travelling to France to enter the Sorbonne. 
(A)   Challenged authority  (B) Showed intelligence 

(C)   Behaved                 (D) Was distressed 

  

Q.4  _____she remembered their joy together. 

(A)   Dejectedly       (B) Worried          (C) Tearfully          (D) Happily 

  

Q.5  Her                   began to fade when she returned to the Sorbonne to succeed her 

husband. 
(A) Misfortune       (B) Anger        (C) Wretchedness       (D) Disappointment 

  

Q.6 Even though she became fatally ill from working with radium, Marie Curie was 

never    ___. 
(A) Troubled          (B) Worried     (C) Disappointed        (D) Sorrowful 

  

Answers: 

Question 1 2 3 4 



Answer (B) (B) (A) (A) 

  

Reading Comprehension Exercise with Answers - 4 with Questions and Answers 

Directions for questions 1 to 4- Read the short passages below and answer the questions  
  

(You should check your answers after attempting all the questions) 
  

Care should be taken when submitting manuscripts to book publishers. A suitable publisher 

should be chosen, by a study of his list of publications or an examination in the bookshops of the 

type of books in which he specializes. It is a waste of time and money to send the typescript of a 

novel to a publisher who publishes no fiction, or poetry to one who publishes no verse, though 

all too often this is done. A preliminary letter is appreciated by most publishers, and this should 

outline the nature and extent of the typescript and enquire whether the publisher would be 

prepared to read it (writers have been known to send out such letters of enquiry in duplicated 

form, an approach not calculated to stimulate a publisher’s interest). It is desirable to enclose the 

cost of return postage when submitting the typescript and finally it must be understood that 

although every reasonable care is taken of material in the Publishers’ possession, responsibility 

cannot be accepted for any loss or damage thereto. 

  

Authors are strongly advised not to pay for the publication of their work. If a MS. Is worth 

publishing, a reputable publisher will undertake its publication at his own expense, except 

possibly for works of an academic nature. In this connection attention is called to the paragraphs 

on Self-publishing and vanity publishing, at the end of this section. 

  

Q.1.  In view of the writer – 

1.a)  The publisher will stick to his line of publication only. 

2.b) The publisher who does not publish the other books, may not understand the ingredients and 

pattern of publication. 

3.c) Publisher will not devote time to the Editing and reading the material which is not of its line 

of publication. 

4.d) Any publisher, not publishing the stuff of other type will not be able to do justice with the 

manuscript. 

  

Q.2.  As per the passage 
1.a)  Introductory letter, as it helps in publication, must be invariably sent. 

2.b) The letters must have the contents in detail, to make the publisher read the same while 

devoting sufficient time. 

3.c) A well worded & concise letter must be sent with manuscript to enable the publisher to have 

a glimpse of the manuscript. 

4.d) More than one copy of the Preliminary/introductory letter must be submitted. 

  

Q.3.  According to the writer 

1.a) Paying for the publication expenses will help in publication of the manuscript. 

2.b) Although the publisher would pay for the return expenses, no publication expenses will be 

borne by the publisher. 

3.c) Reputed publisher would publish the manuscript on its own expenses. 



4.d) Good publishers sometimes defer the publication according to the demand. 

  

Q.4. Give the suitable Central idea of the passage 
1.a)  Manuscripts when sent for publication must have preliminary letter in more than one copy 

with cost of publication. 

2.b) Manuscripts must be submitted to reputed publisher, who publishes the material of that kind 

with a brief letter and cost of return expenses. 

3.c) The manuscripts before submission, must be personally discussed with the publishers, 

alongwith a letter and making it clear with him that only a part of publication expenses  will be 

borne by the writer. 

4.d) While submitting the manuscripts for publication, all the details are to be made abundantly 

clear with the publisher in writing alongwith the share of expenses.  Any reputed publisher can 

be selected who may publish the manuscript.    

  

Answers 

Question 1 2 

Answer 4(d) 3(c) 

  

SReading Comprehension Exercise with Answers-5 with Questions and Answers 

Directions for questions 1 to 3- Read the short passage below and answer the questions 
  

(You should check your answers after attempting all the questions) 
  

The first and most important rule of legitimate or popular government, that is to say, of 

government whose object is the good of the people, is therefore, as I have observed, to follow in 

everything the general will. But to follow this will it is necessary to know it, and above all to 

distinguish it from the particular will, beginning with one's self: this distinction is always very 

difficult to make, and only the most sublime virtue can afford sufficient illumination for it. As, in 

order to will, it is necessary to be free, a difficulty no less great than the former arises — that of 

preserving at once the public liberty and the authority of government. Look into the motives 

which have induced men, once united by their common needs in a general society, to unite 

themselves still more intimately by means of civil societies: you will find no other motive than 

that of assuring the property, life and liberty of each member by the protection of all. But can 

men be forced to defend the liberty of any one among them, without trespassing on that of 

others? And how can they provide for the public needs, without alienating the individual 

property of those who are forced to contribute to them? With whatever sophistry all this may be 

covered over, it is certain that if any constraint can be laid on my will, I am no longer free, and 

that I am no longer master of my own property, if anyone else can lay a hand on it. This 

difficulty, which would have seemed insurmountable, has been removed, like the first, by the 

most sublime of all human institutions, or rather by a divine inspiration, which teaches mankind 

to imitate here below the  unchangeable decrees of the Deity. By what inconceivable art has a 

means been found of making men free by making them subject; of using in the service of the 

State the properties, the persons and even the lives of all its members, without constraining and 

without  consulting them; of confining their will by their own admission; of  overcoming their 

refusal by that consent, and forcing them to punish themselves, when they act against their own 



will? How can it be that  all should obey, yet nobody take upon him to command, and that all  

should serve, and yet have no masters, but be the more free, as, in apparent subjection, each loses 

no part of his liberty but what might be hurtful to that of another? These wonders are the work of 

law. It is to law alone that men owe justice and liberty. It is this salutary organ of the will of all 

which establishes, in civil right, the  natural equality between men. It is this celestial voice which 

dictates to each citizen the precepts of public reason, and teaches him to act according to the 

rules of his own judgment, and not to behave inconsistently with himself. It is with this voice 

alone that political rulers should speak when they command; for no sooner does  one man, 

setting aside the law, claim to subject another to his  private will, than he departs from the state 

of civil society, and confronts him face to face in the pure state of nature, in which obedience is 

prescribed solely by necessity. 

  

Q.1 The paradox is resolved according to the author when an individual 
A. submits to the rule of law and thus is at liberty to do anything that does not harm another 

person  

B. behaves according to the natural rights of man and not according to imposed rules  

C. agrees to follow the rule of law even when it is against his best interests  

D. belongs to a society which guarantees individual liberty at all times  

E. follows the will of the majority 

  

Your Answer Options 
1. A     2.B    3.C    4.D    5.E 

  

Q.2. The Author’s attitude to Law in this passage is best conveyed as 
A. respect for its inalienable authority  

B. extolling its importance as a human institution  

C. resignation to the need for its imposition on the majority  

D. acceptance of its restrictions  

E. praise for its divine origin 

Your Answer Options 
1.A   2.B   3.C    4.D   5.E 

  

Q.3. The author would agree with all of the following except 
A. government must maintain its authority without unduly compromising personal liberty  

B. individual freedom is threatened in the absence of law  

C.  justice cannot be ensured in the absence of law  

D. political leaders should use the law as their guide to correct leadership 

E. the law recognizes that all men are capable of recognizing what is in the general interest 

Your Answer Options 
1.A     2.B     3.C      4.D     5.E 

  

Answers 
Ans Q.1: 1.A. All the paradoxes in this section of the extract are resolved in the sentence, 

“These wonders are the work of law.” But the law is such that “each loses no part of his liberty 

but what might be hurtful to that of another”, making A the best answer 

  



 Ans Q.2: 2.B. The author uses words such as sublime, and celestial which indicate his tendency 

to glorify the institution of law, making praise or extolling possible choices. He clearly refers to 

the law as a human institution. 

  

Ans Q.3: 5. E. In “except” questions, find the four true statements first. A, B, C and D are true. 

Answer E is not true (and therefore the correct answer) because the author clearly states in 

sentence two that it is difficult to recognize the general will and to distinguish it from the 

personal. He states that only the “most sublime virtue” can make this distinction, and hence the 

word ‘all’ in answer E is sufficient to identify the answer as wrong 

 



 Learning One Word Substitution is Fun and it is helpful in building the Vocabulary. Learn and 

use it. 

World Class Learning 
  

"Knowing a great deal is not the same as being smart; intelligence is not information alone 

but also judgment, the manner in which information is collected and used" .... Dr. Carl 

Sagan 
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Abdurate Unmouable - stubborn - unyeilding 

Aborigines The original inhabitants of a country 

Abridge To condense 

Absolute Zero The standing point of absolute temperature 

Acceterate Cause to move faster 

Accilerate Speed up 

Acerose Needle shaped 

Acess Means of approaching 

Acoustics Relating to sound 

Acrophobia Pathological fear of high places 

Acumen Superior mental acuteness 

Adhoc For the purpose 

Adolscence A stage of growth between boyhood and youth. 

Adulation Excessive devotion 
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Aerial Living in air 

Aeronautics Science of flight of aeroplanes 

Aesthetic A love of beauty 

Affidavit A written statement given on oath 

Affinity Having a natural attention to 

Aggravate To make worse 

Aglophoble A person who hates England 

Agonostic One who thinks that everything is know through god only. 

Alimony Money giving to a woman who divorses his husband. 

Allegory Description of a subject with symbolical representation to another. 

Allusive Having reference to something 

Alluvial Sandy soil deposited by running water 

Alpinism Mountain climbing 

Altimeter Instrument used for measuring altitudes in aircraft. 

Altruist One who works for the good of others. 

Amateur One who learns a subject as a hobby. 

Ammeter Instrument used for measuring the electrical currents in amperes. 

Amnesty General pardon of the offenses against gout. 

Amoyan Strong and powerful woman. 

Amphibian Living/ Operating on land and water. 

Amphibious Animals that can be live on land and water. 

Ample Adequate or more than dequate - in extent, size etc. 

Anachronism Comparing modern persons with ancient persons 

Anachronism Something out of its proper time. 

Anachronistic A word which can be interpreted in any way. 

Anachronistic Set in wrong time or period. 



Anaesthetics Drugs causing unconciousness such as chloroform. 

Anaesthetist One who gives chloroform to a patient. 

Analogy Relation - Relationship 

Anarchist One who is out to destroy government 

Anarchist One who provokes disorder in a state. 

Anatomist One who describes the parts of the human body. 

Anatomy Study of sciences relating to the bodily structure of human. 

Anile Like a weak old woman. 

Animometer Instrument used for measuring the force and velocity of winds. 

Annihilate Destroy utterely 

Annuity Yearly grant - beings - animals and plants by way of disection. 

Annular 
Ring shaped 

Anodyne Pain reliever 

Anonymus That which is written without name. 

Antagonist Enemy - Antagonism 

Anthropologist 
One who studies history relating to the development of man from 

premetive ages. 

Antibiotics Drugs which completely destroys bacteria. 

Antiquarian A person who is interested in antiquities. 

Aphelion The point in a planet's orbit that tis farthest from the sun. 

Apiary a bee house (Contains several hives). 

Apirigee A point as above that is nearest to earth. 

Apologist One who says sorry (Sorrow) for his mistakes. 

Aporhtegm Words spoken by great men. 

Apostasy 
To renounce one's faith or religion. 

Apostate One who deserts his religion or principles. 

Aqauntie Relating to water 



Aquarium A thing where fishes are kept. 

Aquatic Living in water 

Arbitrator One who is appointed by two parties & decide their difference. 

Arboreal Living in trees 

Arboriculture Cultivation of trees and vegetables. 

Archaeologist One who studies human antiquities. 

Archaism Using ancient Languages. 

Archeologist One who make a scientific study of human antiquities. 

Archipeloge See which has number of small islands. 

Archive That what is not in current use. 

Aristocracy The rule by nobels. 

Arsenal A place where weapons are manufactured and stored. 

Articulate To pronounce Clearly. 

Astronomy Study of heavenly bodies. 

Atheist One who has no belief in god. 

Atmosphere The air surrounding the earths. 

Audible That which can be heard. 

Audiometer Instrument used for measuring the intensity of sound. 

Audiophone Instrument used for improving imperfect sense of hearing. 

Aurora Australis Southern lights 

Aurura Borealis Northern lights. 

Autocracy Absolute rule by one person. 

Autocrat Who exercises absolute power. 

Avairy A building for keeping - rearing and breeding of birds. 

Avalanche A heavy mass of snow falling down a hill with great noise. 

Avarice Greed - Inordinate desire to gain and hoard wealth. 

  

One Word Substitution : B 

One Word Sentence 

Ballad A short narrative poem - adopted for writing and sighning. 



Ballistics Science dealing with the motion of projectile like rockets bombs & shells. 

Balmaccan A type of man's overcoat. 

Barbarism Mixed Language 

Barometer An apparatus used for measuring the atmospheric pressure. 

Bellicose Ready to fight. 

Benefactor Kindly helper. One who makes a request or endowment. 

Benevolent Kind hearted  

Bevy Group of girls or women larks. Flocks of quail. 

Bibliographer One who writes big books. 

Bibliography A list of books with details of authorship, editions, subject etc. 

Bibliophile A lover book 

Biblophile One who loves the study of books. 

Bifurcate Divided into two branches. 

Bigamy The crime of having two life partners at a time. 

Bilingual Spoken or written in two languages. 

Biography Life of a person written by somebody. 

Biologist One who studies the science of animals and plants. 

Biota Animal and plant life of a religion or period. 

Black Box 
An apparatus which records the fight data of an aeroplane and is also a 

voice recorder. 

Blackbinding Kidnapping for selling into slavery. 

Blasphemer One who speakes evil - Impcous one - irrevirent one. 

Blood Transfusion 
The process the transfusing blood of one person into blood stream of 

another person. 

Boat Wrighter Wagon maker 

Bolo Large single - adged military knife - Machete 

Botanist One who studies the science of plants 

Boycott To obstain from buying or using 

Boycott Unite to punish a person from association. 



Brettle Easily broken 

Buccal Of the check of the sides of the mouth. 

Bureaucracy A gout in which the whole power is vested in officials. 

Butcher One whose business to a slaughter cattle for food. 

Bygamist One who has two wives. 

  

 

One Word Substitution : C 

One Word Sentence 

Cacophonous Harsh or discordant sound. 

Cadaver Dead body 

Caduceus Emblem of medical profession and US army medical corps. 

Caliber Diameter of bore of gun - degree of merit. 

Calligraphy Beautiful writing 

Calorimeter An instrument used for measuring quantities of heat. 

Canon Church law body of principles. 

Carburator 
An apparatus used in an internal combustion engine for charging 

air with petrol 

Cardiac Pertaining to the heart 

Cardinal Of prime importance 

Cardiograph A medical instrument for tracing heat movements. 

Caries Dental decay 

Carniology 
Describe the habits, merits and demerits of a man by seeing his 

skull carniologist. 

Carnivore 
 

Flesh eater - dogs - cats - lions etc 

Carnivorous An animal tht eats human flesh.  

Carrion Dead and putrifying flesh 

Catastrophe Denotes the last stage of a tradegy. 

Celibate One who resolved not to marry. 



Centipede An insect with many legs. 

Cervine Of deers or the deer family - Deerlike. 

Chagrien Vexation from humiliation or disappointment. 

Chandlier Candle maker - Merchant - Dealer in supplies and provisions. 

Chemotherapy Controls of infections by chemicals. 

Chiarascuro Distribution of light and shade in a picture. 

Chiromanchy Fortune telling through palm reading - palmistry. 

Choronology Arrangements of events according to dates or times of occurance. 

Chronologer 
One who writes the details of transactions which made in a 

country. 

Chronometer An instrument kept on boardship for measuring accurate time. 

Cinematograph 
It contains a series of lenses arranged to throw on screen an 

enlarged image of photography 

Circumlocution A round about way of speaking. 

Clarify Make clear. 

Classic That which is acclaimed as an excellent work. 

Clio Greek muse of history. 

Coalesce Grow into one - Blend - unite - fuse. 

Coercion Intimidation by threat or duress - forceful - compulsion. 

Coeval Of the same age or duration - Contemporary with. 

Cognomen Surname or nickname. 

Collegues Those who work in the same department. 

Colleiny Complete with buildings and work - Caolmines. 

Comatose In a coma - Lacking energy - Lethargic. 

Comely Pleasing in appearance - fair - pretty. 

Commutator Device for reversing direction of electrical current. 

Compensation Money given for requisitioned property. 

Concatinate Linked together 

Concetric Having the same centre. 



Conflagrative Combustible - flammable - inflammable 

Connisseur 
Me who is well versed in any subject a critical judge of any art 

particularly fine arts. 

Connoisseur Expert in art - the fine arts. 

Contagious Disease A disease which spreads by contact. 

Contemporary A man living in the same age with another. 

Contemporary One who lives at the same time of another 

Continent 
Restrained in regard to desires or passion - especially to sexual 

desires. 

Convalescence The gradual recovery from illness. 

Converge To meet in a point (Rays & illness). 

Cooper Maker of casks or barrels. 

Copy-right Exclusive right to publish a book. 

Coral reef A chain of rocks laying at or near the sea. 

Cosmopolitan One who is free from national limitations. 

Costegate Correct by punishing. 

Creditor One to whom a debt is owing. 

Credulity Trust without proper evidence readiness to believe. 

Credulous A person who readily believes others. 

Credulous Too ready to believe 

Crescograph Instrument used for measuring the growth of plants. 

Cresendo Gradual increase in force - volume - loudness. 

Crisis Turning point of danger or disease. 

Cryogenies Branch of physics dealing with very low temparature. 

Cryptograph Secret writing. 

Crystallography Science of crystallization. 

Cul-De-Sac Dead end 

Cygnet Young swan. 

Cynosore 
Centre of interest - something that strongly attracts attention by its 

brilliance. 



Cytogenetics Cell formation. 

Cytology Dealing with cells. 

 

One Word Substitution : D 

One Word Sentence 

Debacle Sudden collapse - general break-up - violent rush. 

Debtor One who owes money to another. 

Decalogue Ten commandments. 

Decelerate Slow down. 

Defendant One who is sued by the plaintiff. 

Deism 
Got birth and followed principles in a particular caste but telling, 

he is not god. 

Deist One who believes in the existence of god. 

Delettante An admirer by the people 

Deliquisic Become liquide by absorbing moisture from the air - Melt away. 

Delittante One who takes up an art - dabbler - a lover of fine arts. 

Deluge Anything that overwhelms like a flood - great flood - rain. 

Democracy The gout formed by the people. 

Demography Science of vital and social statistics. 

Demonology Ralating to devils - ghost and other terror things. 

Depilate Remove hair from. 

Dermotologist One who treates skin diseases. 

Desiceate Dry throughly - Remove moisture from. 

Despondent High - Spirited - Overflowing with enthusiasm - boiling up. 

Despotism 
Is a form of government in which a single entity rules with absolute 

power.  

Detenu One who detained in custody. 

Dislectical (s) Logical argumentation. 

Dialysis 
The process for flood purification when the kidneys malfunction. 

Dilemna 
A state of a person, who is asked to choose one of the two 

infavourable things. 



Dilemna 
Situation requiring a choice between equally undesirable 

alternatives - perplexing problem. 

Diminish Make or become smaller. 

Diminuendo Gradual increase in force. 

Dipsomania Irristible craving for alcoholic drinks. 

Dissuade Persuade not to do something. 

Dividend Sum payable as profit to an individual by a joint stock company. 

Domicile A place where one lives permanently. 

Dorsal Situated on bank. 

Drinker's apparatus Instrument used to help breathing in infantile paralysis. 

Dynamo 
The origin of electricity in a dynamo is the transformation of 

machanical energy into energy. 

 

One Word Substitution : E 

One Word Sentence 

Earth's Atmosphere 
 

Is covering of air which surrounds of earth. 

Ebullient Situated on the abdominal side. 

Eccentric That which is not placed centrally. 

Ecclisiologist One who studies the science relating to the church. 

Eclectric Persons with unusual or odd personality. 

Eclogue A pastoral poem. 

Ecology 
Study of plants or of animal or of people or of institutions in 

relation to environment. 

Edible That which is fit to be eaten. 

Effiminate A person who is a womanish in his habit. 

Effiminate One who possess the quantities of woman. 

Egoeism Selfishness - opposed to altruism. 

Egoism Speaking too much of one self. 

Egoist One who speaks using I and me always. 

Elastic 
One which rescemes its normal shape and size after the stress is 

releases. 



Electrometer Instrument used for measuring electricity. 

Elegiac Expressing sorrow or lamentation. 

Elegy A lament for the dead. 

Elixir Not clerical. 

Ellipsis 
The ommission from a sentence of a work or words that would 

comple the construction. 

Elymology Science relating to the formation and development of words. 

Elymology Which discribes the birth of a particular word. 

Embeyyle Divert money fraudulently to one's own use. 

Emeritus Honourably discharged from service. 

Emetic Inducing vomiting - something that induces vomiting. 

Emollient Soothing to living tissue. 

Empericism Belief based on experience or observation. 

Encomuim Formal expression of high praise - eulogy. 

Encroach Make inroads on others property. 

Endemic 
A disease which becomes prevalent in a particular area on account 

of its surroundings conditions. 

Enduring Long lasting. 

Enjoin Direct or order someone to do something. 

Enthologist One who studies the science of the variatees of human race. 

Entomologist One who studies about insects. 

Ephemeral Transitory - short lived - lasting a very short time. 

Epicentre (Of Earch Quack) is the point at which earthquake breakout. 

Epicure A person who is very fond of sensous enjoyments. 

Epicure One who prefers sensual pleasures. 

Epidemic 
A disease which attackes many people in a particular area in one 

time. 

Epilogue A poem of speech at the end of the play. 

Epilogue A short speech at the end. 

Epiphangi An appearance or manifestation. 

Equanimity Evenness of mind or temper. 

Equigravisphere A point in space where the gravity is constant. 



Equine Of horses - horselike - a horse. 

Equinox When days and nights are equal (March21 - September). 

Esoteric Known only a few - Reconcile. 

Estivate 
Spend a hot or dry period in a prolonged state of torpor or 

dormancy. 

Estuary A broad channel formed by joining of the sea and river water. 

Ethologist One who studies the science of character. 

Etiology Study of causation. The study of the cause of disease. 

Etymologist One who studies derivations of words - history of linguistic change. 

Eulogy Speech or writing that praises - High praise - Encomium. 

Euphimism Soften expression. 

Euphony Melodious Music 

Euphony Pleasant sound. 

Euthanasia Mercy killing painless death to relieve suffering. 

Euthenics Science of improving the environment. 

Exaggerate Describe a thing beyond limits of truth. 

Exasphere 
This is a outer most zone of the atmosphere and beings at about 40 

miles above earth. 

Exbiology 
Science dealing with life or possibilities of life existing beyond the 

earth. 

Exegesis Critical explanation or interpretation. 

Exemplary Fit to be 

Exercism Slogan to derive or get out of the dragon. 

Exodus Departure - Emigration (Usually of a large number of people). 

Exonerate Free from blame - Exculpate. 

Explicit Fully and clearly expressed. 

Extempore Speech delivered without any preparation. 

Extinguish To put an end to. 

Eymologist One who studies the science and origin of words. 

  

 



One Word Substitution : F 

One Word Sentence 

Fanatic One who passes interest in religion. 

Fatalism Religion that which believes that god is everything. 

Fathom Understand fully - unit of length equal to six feet. 

Fathometer Instrument used for measuring the depth of the ocean. 

Fauna Animals of a given region or period. 

Fealthy Sworn allegance to a lord. 

Feduciary Of the relationship between a trustee and his principal. 

Fertile That which is productive. 

Fetish Amulet object believed to have magic power. 

Filly A young female horse. 

Fission Cleaving or splitting into parts. 

Flock 
Animals such as birds, sheep and goats keeping together in large 

number. 

Flora Plants of a particular region or period. 

Flotsom The thing which comes out from sea (Cannot stay in water). 

Fluctuating Moving to & fro. 

Flux Continuous change - instability - fusion. 

Footedpad Robber, who goes on foot. 

Formidable That which is heard tobe resisted. 

Fortissimo Very loud. 

Fragile That which can be easily broken. 

Funambulist A rope dancer - who walks on thread. 

Funge A class of plants which have no chlorophyll. 

Fussion Uniting by metting together. 

  

 

One Word Substitution : G 



One Word Sentence 

Galvanize Startle into sudden activity - to coat with zinc. 

Galvanometer 
A glass tube for measuring volume changes in chemical reactions 

between glasses. 

Gambrel Type of roof. 

Gastronomy Relating to taste (Food taste). 

Gender Male goose 

Genealogist One who traces the history of the descent of families. 

Geneology Heredity, Hereditary 

Genocide international distriuction of racial groups. 

Genuine Authentic - free from pretense. 

Geologist One who studies the internal structure of the earth (crust). 

Germicide Medicine that kills germs. 

Geysers There are natural hot water springs. 

Glacier A huge mass of snow moving slowly down the valley and stopes. 

Glaciers 
Mass of lic. Formed by snow on mountains moving slowly along 

valley. 

Gnosticism A type of yoga (Gymnastics). 

Government Connoisseur of choice food. 

Graminuiorous Animals that feed on grass.Animals that feed on grass. 

Gregarious Animals living in flocks. 

Gynaecologist One who treates femal diseases 

One Word Substitution : H 

One Word Sentence 

Haemorrhage 
Escape of blood to the ruptures of blood vessels inside the body. 

Hagiology Relating to kings Hagiographic. 

Herbivore Plant eater - hoofed mammals. 

Herbivorous Animals eating herbs. 



Hedonist One who devotes himself to pleasure. 

Hiatus Gap - Missing part - Break in continuity - lacuna. 

Hibernate To spend the winter in a dormant state. 

Hibernation Condition of sleep during certain parts of the year. 

Hierarchy Any system of persons or things passed on to other. 

Hieroglyphic Pictographic script. 

Histrionics Acting - Artificial behaviour or speech done for effect. 

Hodge-Podge Heterogeneous mixture - Jumble. 

Holocaust A sacrifice totally concerned by fire - Devastation. 

Holography Making of true - three dimensional photographs by use of laser beams. 

Homely Not beautiful - unattractive - plain. 

Homogenous Things which are of the same kind and of the same dimensions. 

Homologous Corresponding having same or similar relation. 

Homophone 
Word pronounced the same as, but different in meaning spelled the same 

wayhood. 

Horologist One who studies the art of clock making. 

Horticulture An art of garden cultivation. 

Hostage Persons given to another as pledge. 

Hullabaloo Clamorous noise or disturbance - Uproar. 

Hybrid Anything derived from heterogeneous sources. 

Hydraulics Study of water or other liquid in Motion. 

Hydrographer One who knows the positions of lands and draws the maps. 



Hydrography Description of oceans and lands and the oceans. 

Hydrometer Instrument used for measuring the specific gravity of liquids. 

Hydrophobia It is usually caused by the bite of mad dog. 

Hydrophobia Rabies disease (Dog's bite) disease of water. 

Hydrophone Instrument used for recording sound under water. 

Hydroponics 
Culture of plants without soil, with the help of chemical solutions 

containing nutrients. 

Hydrostatics Relating to water. 

Hydrotropic Turning towards or away from moisture. 

Hygrometer Instrument used for measuring humidity in air. 

Hymn Song in praise of god. 

Hyperbola Curve with two distinct and similar branches. 

Hypercriticism Deep criticism. 

 

One Word Substitution : I 

One Word Sentence 

Ichthyologist An expert in fishes. 

Ichthyology Study of fishes. 

Iconoclast Destroyer of images attached on traditions. 

Iconography Teaching by pictures and models. 

Iconolater Worshipper of idols or images. 

Idol Favorite - Any person or thing devotedly or excessively admired. 

Igloo Eskimo home shaped hut or native house. 

Igneous Of or about fire produced under intense heat. 

Ill-o·mened Ill fated - Unlucky 

Illegible That which is incapable of being read. 



Illicit Unlicensed - unlawful 

Imago an insect in its sexually mature adult state 

Immiscible Incapable of being mined. 

Immutable Unchangeable - unalterable - changeless. 

Implicit Not fully and clearly expressed implied. 

Imply Indicate without express statement. 

Impregnable That which cannot be taken by force. 

Improbable That which is not likely to happen. 

Impromptu Made or done without previous preparation - Extemporaneous. 

Impenetrable impossible to pass through or enter. 

Inattentive Not giving proper attention. 

Inaudible That which cannot be heard. 

Incarcerate imprison or confine. 

Incarnadine Blood red - crimson - flesh coloured - pale pink. 

Incinerate Burn - Reduce to ashes. 

Incognito Travelling under a name other than one's own. 

Incombustible Not inflammable 

Incompatible Persons who cannot work or live together in harmony. 

Incomprehensible That which cannot be understood. 

Iconoclast A destroyer of images. 

Incorrigible Incapable of being corrected. 

Incorruptible very honest : incapable of being corrupted 

Incredible That which cannot be believed. 

Incriminate Change with a crime or fault. 

Incumbent Holding of an office - obligatory. 

Indescribable That which is impossible to describe adequately. 

Inescapable That which cannot escaped from. 

Inevitable Sometimes which cannot fail to come to pass. 

Inexplicable That which cannot be explained. 

Infallible Incable of making mistakes 

Infanticide Murder or infants. 



Infections That (disease) which is liable to spread. 

Inflammable That which sets on fire easily. 

Inimitable That which cannot be. 

Insolation The sun's energy 

Insoluble 
That which cannot be dissolved in liquid. 

Insomnia 
Loss of sleep. 

Inhalation taking air into lungs - stimulus. 

Insurmountable too great to be overcome. 

Interdiction Prohibition prevention from participation in certain sacred acts. 

Interjection A word exclamation 

Internist 
Medical student receiving training in a hospital. 

Intractable 
That which cannot be controlled easily. 

Invertebrate Without a backbone - without strength of characters. 

Invincible That which cannot be defeated. 

Invulnerable Incapable of being wounded. 

Ionosphere The layer of the earth's atmosphere which contains a high 

concentration of ions and free electrons. 

Irrevocable A decision on which one cannot go back. 

Isobel 
Is a contour lines of equal rainfall. 

Isohyets 
A line on a map connecting points having the same amount of rainfall in 

a given period. 

Isthmus 
A narrow strip of land connecting two larger land masses. 

Itinerate 
One who journeys from place to place. 



 



                                                   TAKING LEAVE      

 

take leave of one's senses. Behave irrationally, act crazy, as 

in Give them the keys to the house? Have youtaken leave of your senses?  

leave 1 

  (lēv) 

v. left (lĕft), leav·ing, leaves 

v.tr. 

1. To go out of or away from: not allowed to leave the room. 

2. 

a. To go without taking or removing: left my book on the bus. 

b. To omit or exclude: left out the funniest part of the story. 

3. To have as a result, consequence, or remainder: The car left a trail of exhaust fumes. Two from

 eight leaves six. 

4. To cause or allow to be or remain in a specified state: left the lights on. 

5. 

a. To have remaining after death: left a young son. 

b. To bequeath: left her money to charity. 

6. To give over to another to control or act on: Leave all the details to us. 

7. 

a. To abandon or forsake: leave home; left her husband. 

b. To remove oneself from association with or participation in: left the navy for civilian life. 

8. 

a. To give or deposit, as for use or information, upon one's departure or in one's absence: He left 

a note for you.Leave your name and address. 

b. To cause or permit to be or remain: left myself plenty of time. 

9. Nonstandard To allow or permit; let. 



v.intr. 

To set out or depart; go: When can you leave? 

Phrasal Verb: 

leave off 

1. To stop; cease. 

2. To stop doing or using. 

Idioms: 

leave/let alone 

To refrain from disturbing or interfering. 

leave no stone unturned 

To make every possible effort. 

leav′er n. 

Usage Note: In formal writing leave is not an acceptable substitute for let in the sense "to allow 

or permit." Thus in thefollowing examples, only let should be used: Let me be. Let him go. Let us

 not quarrel. This use of leave is normallyedited out of written prose but remains common in spe

ech. · Leave alone is an acceptable substitute for let alone inthe sense "to refrain from disturbing 

or interfering with." As far back as 1968, a majority of the Usage Panel approvedthe following e

xample: Leave him alone, and he will produce. Some people feel that leave alone should mean si

mply"to depart from someone who remains in solitude," as in They were left alone in the wildern

ess. There is no harm inobserving this restriction, but expecting it of others is unrealistic. 

 

leave 2 

  (lēv) 

n. 

1. Permission to do something. See Synonyms at permission. 

2. An act of departing; a farewell: took leave of her with a heavy heart. 

3. See leave of absence. 

 

https://www.thefreedictionary.com/permission
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/leave+of+absence


[Middle English leve, from Old English lēafe, dative and accusative of lēaf; see leubh- in Indo-

European roots.] 

 

leave 3 

  (lēv) 

intr.v. leaved, leav·ing, leaves 

To put forth foliage; leaf. 

 

[Middle English leaven, from leaf, leaf; see leaf.] 

American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. Copyright © 2016 by 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 

leave 

 (liːv) 

vb (mainly tr) , leaves, leaving or left 

1. (also intr) to go or depart (from a person or place) 

2. to cause to remain behind, often by mistake, in a place: he often leaves his keys in his coat. 

3. to cause to be or remain in a specified state: paying the bill left him penniless. 

4. to renounce or abandon: to leave a political movement. 

5. to refrain from consuming or doing something: the things we have left undone. 

6. to result in; cause: childhood problems often leave emotional scars. 

7. to allow to be or remain subject to another person or thing: leave the past to look after itself. 

8. to entrust or commit: leave the shopping to her. 

9. to submit in place of one's personal appearance: will you leave your name and address?. 

10. to pass in a specified direction: flying out of the country, we left the cliffs on our left. 

11. to be survived by (members of one's family): he leaves a wife and two children. 

12. to bequeath or devise: he left his investments to his children. 

https://www.thefreedictionary.com/_/roots.aspx?type=Indo-European&root=leubh-
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/_/roots.aspx?type=Indo-European
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/_/roots.aspx?type=Indo-European


13. (tr) to have as a remainder: 37 – 14 leaves 23. 

14. not standard to permit; let 

15. leave be informal to leave undisturbed 

16. leave go leave hold of not standard to stop holding 

17. leave it at that informal to take a matter no further 

18. leave much to be desired to be very unsatisfactory 

19. leave someone alone 

a. Also: let alone See let17 

b. to permit to stay or be alone 

20. leave someone to himself not to control or direct someone 

[Old English lǣfan; related to belīfan to be left as a remainder] 

ˈleaver n 

 

leave 

 (liːv) 

n 

1. permission to do something: he was granted leave to speak. 

2. by your leave with your leave with your permission 

3. permission to be absent, as from a place of work or duty: leave of absence. 

4. the duration of such absence: ten days' leave. 

5. a farewell or departure (esp in the phrase take (one's) leave) 

6. on leave officially excused from work or duty 

7. take leave to say farewell (to) 

8. take leave of one's senses to go mad or become irrational 

[Old English lēaf; related to alӯfan to permit, Middle High German loube permission] 

https://www.thefreedictionary.com/let


leave 

 (liːv) 

vb, leaves, leaving or leaved 

(Botany) (intr) to produce or grow leaves 

leave1 

 (liv)  

 

v. left, leav•ing. v.t. 

1. to go out of or away from, as a place: to leave the house. 

2. to depart from permanently; quit: to leave a job. 

3. to let remain behind: The bear left tracks in the snow. 

4. to let stay or be as specified: to leave a motor running. 

5. to let (a person or animal) remain in a position to do something without interference: We left hi

m to his work. 

6. to let (a thing) remain for another's action or decision: We left the details to the lawyer. 

7. to give in charge; deposit; entrust: Leave the package with my neighbor. 

8. to stop; cease; give up: She left music to study engineering. 

9. to turn aside from; abandon or disregard: We will leave this subject for now. 

10. to give for use after one's death or departure: to leave all one's money to charity. 

11. to have remaining after death: He leaves a wife and three children. 

12. to have as a remainder after subtraction: 2 from 4 leaves 2. 

13. Nonstandard. let 1 (defs. 1, 2, 4). 

v.i. 

14. to go away, depart, or set out: We leave for Europe tomorrow. 

15. leave off, 

a. to stop; cease; discontinue. 

b. to stop using or wearing. 

https://www.thefreedictionary.com/let


c. to omit. 

16. leave out, to omit; exclude. 

[before 900; Middle English leven, Old English lǣfan, c. Old High German leiban, Old Norse lei

fa, Gothic bi-laibjan] 

leav′er, n. 

usage: leave is interchangeable with let when followed by alone with the sense “to refrain from 

annoying orinterfering with”: Leave (or Let) him alone and he will assemble the apparatus prope

rly. The use of leave alone for letalone in the sense “not to mention” is nonstandard: There wasn

't even standing room, let (not leave) alone a seat.Other substitutions of leave for let are generall

y regarded as nonstandard: Let (not Leave) us sit down and talk thisover. See also let1. 

leave2 

 (liv)  

 

n. 

1. permission to do something: to beg leave to go. 

2. permission to be absent, as from work or military duty: to get leave after basic training. 

3. the time this permission lasts: 30 days' leave. 

4. the bowling pin or pins in upright position after the bowl of the first ball. 

Idioms: 

1. on leave, absent with permission, as from work or military duty. 

2. take one's leave, to depart, as after a formal good-bye. 

3. take leave of, to part or separate from: Have you taken leave of your senses? 

[before 900; Middle English leve, Old English lēaf, c. Middle High German loube] 

leave3 

 (liv)  

 

v.i. leaved, leav•ing. 

to leaf. 

Random House Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 
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leave 

1. movement from a place 

You use leave to say that someone moves away from a place in order to go somewhere else. The 

past tense and -edparticiple of leave is left, not 'leaved'. 

They left the house to go for a walk after tea. 

I'd left Pretoria in a hurry. 

2. 'get away from' and 'depart from' 

You can also say that someone gets away from or departs from a place. Get away from usuall

y indicates thatsomeone is eager or anxious to leave a place. Depart is a formal word. 

You've got to get away from home. 

When you depart from the airport, you will be driven to Paris. 

3. intransitive uses 

You can use leave as an intransitive verb. 

He stood up to leave. 

You can also say that someone goes, gets away, goes away, or departs. 

'I must go,' she said. 

She wanted to get away. 

I told him to go away. 

They watched the visitor depart as quietly as he had come. 

Get away and go away are often used to say that someone leaves a place and spends a period of 

time somewhereelse, especially as a holiday. 

It's nice to get away in the autumn. 

What did you do over the summer? Did you go away? 

4. transport 

You can say that a train, ship, or other means of transport leaves, goes, or departs at a particula

r time or from aplace. 

My train leaves Euston at 11.30. 

Our train went at 2.25. 

Ships carrying toys and books were preparing to depart from Dover. 



5. movement to a place 

When a person or vehicle moves away from a place in order to go to another place, you can say t

hat they leave for ordepart for the second place. 

She left for Geneva on May 5th. 

He would breakfast with his staff and then depart for Germany. 

6. movement from a person 

You can say that someone leaves or gets away from a person or group of people. You use get a

way from to indicatethat someone is eager or anxious to move away from the person or group. 

I left Conrad and joined the Count at his table. 

I wish you could get away from all those people. 

If someone tells you to go away, they are telling you firmly that they do not want to speak to you

 or to spend any moretime in your company. 

There was a knock at the door. 'Go away!' Stroganov called. 

Go away now and leave me alone. 

N

o

u

n 

1

. 

leave -

 the period of time during which you are absent from work or duty; "a ten day's leave to visit

 his mother" 

leave of absence 

time off -

 a time period when you are not required to work; "he requested time off to attend his grand

mother'sfuneral" 

furlough - a temporary leave of absence from military duty 

pass - (military) a written leave of absence; "he had a pass for three days" 

compassionate leave -

 (military) leave granted in an emergency such as family sickness or death 

sabbatical, sabbatical leave - a leave usually taken every seventh year 

shore leave, liberty - leave granted to a sailor or naval officer 

sick leave - a leave of absence from work because of illness 

terminal leave - final leave before discharge from military service 
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 2

. 

leave - permission to do something; "she was granted leave to speak" 

permission - approval to do something; "he asked permission to leave" 

 3

. 

leave -

 the act of departing politely; "he disliked long farewells"; "he took his 

leave";"parting is such sweet sorrow" 

leave-taking, parting, farewell 

departure, going, going away, leaving - the act of departing 

valediction - the act of saying farewell 

V

e

r

b 

1

. 

leave -

 go away from a place; "At what time does your train leave?"; "She didn't leave until midnig

ht"; "The shipleaves at midnight" 

go forth, go away 

go out -

 leave the house to go somewhere; "We never went out when our children were small" 

desert - leave behind; "the students deserted the campus after the end of exam period" 

take leave, quit, depart - go away or leave 

pop off - leave quickly 

walk away, walk off -

 go away from; "The actor walked off before he got his cue"; "I got annoyed and justwalked 

off" 

hightail - leave as fast as possible; "We hightailed it when we saw the police walking in" 

walk out -

 leave abruptly, often in protest or anger; "The customer that was not served walked out" 

come away - leave in a certain condition; "She came away angry" 

vamoose, decamp, skip - leave suddenly; "She persuaded him to decamp"; "skip town" 

bugger off, buzz off, scram, fuck off, get -

 leave immediately; used usually in the imperative form; "Scram!" 

beetle off, bolt out, run off, run out, bolt -
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 leave suddenly and as if in a hurry; "The listeners bolted whenhe discussed his strange ideas

"; "When she started to tell silly stories, I ran out" 

ride away, ride off - ride away on a horse, for example 

go out - take the field; "The soldiers went out on missions" 

tarry, linger - leave slowly and hesitantly 

take off, start out, set forth, set off, set out, start, depart, part -

 leave; "The family took off for Florida" 

pull out, get out - move out or away; "The troops pulled out after the cease-fire" 

exit, get out, go out, leave -

 move out of or depart from; "leave the room"; "the fugitive has left the country" 

rush away, rush off - depart in a hurry 

fly the coop, head for the hills, hightail it, lam, run away, scarper, scat, take to the 

woods, turn tail, run, bunk, break away, escape -

 flee; take to one's heels; cut and run; "If you see this man, run!"; "The burglarsescaped befor

e the police showed up" 

slip away, sneak away, sneak off, sneak out, steal away -

 leave furtively and stealthily; "The lecture wasboring and many students slipped out when t

he instructor turned towards the blackboard" 

vacate, abandon, empty -

 leave behind empty; move out of; "You must vacate your office by tonight" 

pull up stakes, depart, leave -

 remove oneself from an association with or participation in; "She wants toleave"; "The teen

ager left home"; "She left her position with the Red Cross"; "He left the Senate after two ter

ms";"after 20 years with the same company, she pulled up stakes" 

arrive, come, get -

 reach a destination; arrive by movement or progress; "She arrived home at 7 o'clock";"She d

idn't get to Chicago until after midnight" 

 2

. 

leave -

 go and leave behind, either intentionally or by neglect or forgetfulness; "She left a mess whe

n she movedout"; "His good luck finally left him"; "her husband left her after 20 years of ma

rriage"; "she wept thinking she hadbeen left behind" 
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forget, leave -

 leave behind unintentionally; "I forgot my umbrella in the restaurant"; "I left my keys inside

 thecar and locked the doors" 

jilt - cast aside capriciously or unfeelingly; "jilt a lover or a bride" 

desert, desolate, forsake, abandon -

 leave someone who needs or counts on you; leave in the lurch; "Themother deserted her chil

dren" 

 3

. 

leave -

 act or be so as to become in a specified state; "The inflation left them penniless"; "The presi

dent'sremarks left us speechless" 

make, get -

 give certain properties to something; "get someone mad"; "She made us look silly"; "He ma

de afool of himself at the meeting"; "Don't make this into a big deal"; "This invention will m

ake you a millionaire";"Make yourself clear" 

lead, result, leave -

 have as a result or residue; "The water left a mark on the silk dress"; "Her blood left astain o

n the napkin" 

 4

. 

leave -

 leave unchanged or undisturbed or refrain from taking; "leave it as is"; "leave the young faw

n alone";"leave the flowers that you see in the park behind" 

leave alone, leave behind 

let - leave unchanged; "let it be" 

refrain, forbear -

 resist doing something; "He refrained from hitting him back"; "she could not forbearweepin

g" 

leave - have left or have as a remainder; "That left the four of us"; "19 minus 8 leaves 11" 

 5

. 

leave -

 move out of or depart from; "leave the room"; "the fugitive has left the c

ountry" 

exit, get out, go out 

move -

 move so as to change position, perform a nontranslational motion; "He movedhis hand sligh
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tly to the right" 

depart, go away, go -

 move away from a place into another direction; "Go away beforeI start to cry"; "The train d

eparts at noon" 

pop out - exit briefly; "He popped out for a quick coffee break" 

file out - march out, in a file 

hop out, get off -

 get out of quickly; "The officer hopped out when he spotted an illegally parked car" 

fall out -

 leave (a barracks) in order to take a place in a military formation, or leave a military formati

on; "thesoldiers fell out" 

go forth, leave, go away -

 go away from a place; "At what time does your train leave?"; "She didn't leaveuntil midnigh

t"; "The ship leaves at midnight" 

get off - leave a vehicle, aircraft, etc. 

step out - go outside a room or building for a short period of time 

eject - leave an aircraft rapidly, using an ejection seat or capsule 

undock - move out of a dock; "We docked at noon" 

log off, log out - exit a computer; "Please log off before you go home" 

 6

. 

leave -

 make a possibility or provide opportunity for; permit to be attainable o

r cause toremain; "This leaves no room for improvement"; "The eviden

ce allows only oneconclusion"; "allow for mistakes"; "leave lots of tim

e for the trip"; "This procedure providesfor lots of leeway" 

allow for, provide, allow 

yield, afford, give -

 be the cause or source of; "He gave me a lot of trouble"; "Our meeting afforded muchinteres

ting information" 

admit, allow -

 afford possibility; "This problem admits of no solution"; "This short story allows of several

different interpretations" 
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. 

leave -

 have as a result or residue; "The water left a mark on the silk dress"; "Her blood left a stain 

on the napkin" 

lead, result 

give rise, bring about, produce -

 cause to happen, occur or exist; "This procedure produces a curiouseffect"; "The new law ga

ve rise to many complaints"; "These chemicals produce a noxious vapor"; "the newPresident

 must bring about a change in the health care system" 

lead - tend to or result in; "This remark lead to further arguments among the guests" 

leave -

 act or be so as to become in a specified state; "The inflation left them penniless"; "The presi

dent'sremarks left us speechless" 

leave - have left or have as a remainder; "That left the four of us"; "19 minus 8 leaves 11" 

 8

. 

leave -

 remove oneself from an association with or participation in; "She wants to leave"; "The teen

ager lefthome"; "She left her position with the Red Cross"; "He left the Senate after two term

s"; "after 20 years with thesame company, she pulled up stakes" 

pull up stakes, depart 

change -

 undergo a change; become different in essence; losing one's or its original nature; "She chan

gedcompletely as she grew older"; "The weather changed last night" 

go forth, leave, go away -

 go away from a place; "At what time does your train leave?"; "She didn't leaveuntil midnigh

t"; "The ship leaves at midnight" 

leave office, step down, quit, resign -

 give up or retire from a position; "The Secretary of the Navy willleave office next month"; "

The chairman resigned over the financial scandal" 

drop out -

 leave school or an educational program prematurely; "Many students drop out because they 

arenot prepared for our challenging program" 

 9

. 
leave -

 put into the care or protection of someone; "He left the decision to his deputy"; "leave your 
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child thenurse's care" 

entrust 

hand, pass on, turn over, pass, reach, give -

 place into the hands or custody of; "hand me the spoon,please"; "Turn the files over to me, p

lease"; "He turned over the prisoner to his lawyers" 

 1

0

. 

leave -

 leave or give by will after one's death; "My aunt bequeathed me all her jewelry"; "My grand

father left mehis entire estate" 

bequeath, will 

leave behind, leave -

 be survived by after one's death; "He left six children"; "At her death, she left behindher hus

band and 11 cats" 

gift, present, give -

 give as a present; make a gift of; "What will you give her for her birthday?" 

devise - give by will, especially real property 

pass on - give to or transfer possession of; "She passed the family jewels on to her daughter-

in-law" 

impart, pass on, give, leave -

 transmit (knowledge or skills); "give a secret to the Russians"; "leave yourname and address

 here"; "impart a new skill to the students" 

remember - show appreciation to; "He remembered her in his will" 

fee-tail, entail - limit the inheritance of property to a specific class of heirs 

 1

1

. 

leave - have left or have as a remainder; "That left the four of us"; "19 minus 8 leaves 11" 

leave alone, leave behind, leave -

 leave unchanged or undisturbed or refrain from taking; "leave it as is";"leave the young faw

n alone"; "leave the flowers that you see in the park behind" 

have -

 have left; "I have two years left"; "I don't have any money left"; "They have two more years

 before theyretire" 

lead, result, leave -
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 have as a result or residue; "The water left a mark on the silk dress"; "Her blood left astain o

n the napkin" 

 1

2

. 

leave -

 be survived by after one's death; "He left six children"; "At her death, she left behind her hu

sband and 11cats" 

leave behind 

widow -

 cause to be without a spouse; "The war widowed many women in the former Yugoslavia" 

leave behind -

 depart and not take along; "He left behind all his possessions when he moved to Europe" 

bequeath, will, leave -

 leave or give by will after one's death; "My aunt bequeathed me all her jewelry"; "Mygrandf

ather left me his entire estate" 

 1

3

. 

leave -

 transmit (knowledge or skills); "give a secret to the Russians"; "leave your name and addres

s here";"impart a new skill to the students" 

impart, pass on, give 

convey - make known; pass on, of information; "She conveyed the message to me" 

tell - let something be known; "Tell them that you will be late" 

bequeath, will, leave -

 leave or give by will after one's death; "My aunt bequeathed me all her jewelry"; "Mygrandf

ather left me his entire estate" 

give - convey or reveal information; "Give one's name" 

 1

4

. 

leave -

 leave behind unintentionally; "I forgot my umbrella in the restaurant"; "I left my keys inside

 the car andlocked the doors" 

forget 

leave -

 go and leave behind, either intentionally or by neglect or forgetfulness; "She left a mess whe

n shemoved out"; "His good luck finally left him"; "her husband left her after 20 years of ma
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rriage"; "she wept thinkingshe had been left behind" 

lose - miss from one's possessions; lose sight of; "I've lost my glasses again!" 

Based on WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. 

leave 

verb 

1. depart from, withdraw from, go from, escape from, desert, quit, flee, exit, pull out 

of, retire from, moveout of, disappear 

from, run away from, forsake, flit (informal), set out from, go away from, hook 

it (slang), pack your bags (informal), make tracks, abscond from, bog 

off (Brit. slang), decamp from, sling your 

hook (Brit.slang), slope off from, take your leave of, do a bunk from (Brit. slang), take yours

elf off from (informal) Just packyour bags and leave. He was not allowed to leave the country. 

depart from come, appear, stay, arrive, emerge 

2. quit, give up, get out of, resign from, drop out of He left school with no qualifications. 

3. give 

up, abandon, desert, dump (informal), drop, surrender, ditch (informal), chuck (informal), di

scard,relinquish, renounce, jilt (informal), cast aside, forbear, leave in the 

lurch He left me for another woman. 

give up continue with, retain, persist with 

4. entrust, commit, delegate, refer, hand over, assign, consign, allot, cede, give 

over For the moment, I leaveyou to make all the decisions. 

5. bequeath, will, transfer, endow, transmit, confer, hand 

down, devise (Law), demise He died two years later,leaving everything to his wife. 

6. forget, lay down, leave behind, mislay I'd left my raincoat in the restaurant. 

7. cause, produce, result in, generate, deposit Abuse always leaves emotional scars. 

noun 

1. holiday, break, vacation, time off, sabbatical, leave of 

absence, furlough Why don't you take a few days'leave? 

2. permission, freedom, sanction, liberty, concession, consent, allowance, warrant, authoriz

ation,dispensation an application for leave to appeal against the judge's order 

permission refusal, rejection, denial, prohibition 
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3. departure, parting, withdrawal, goodbye, farewell, retirement, leave-

taking, adieu, valediction He thankedthem for the pleasure of their company and took his leave. 

departure arrival, stay 

leave off something stop, end, finish, give up, cease, halt, break off, refrain from, abstain 

from, discontinue,knock off (informal), give over (informal), kick (informal), desist, keep 

off, belay (Nautical) We all left off eating and stoodabout with bowed heads. 

leave something or someone out omit, exclude, miss 

out, forget, except, reject, ignore, overlook, neglect, skip,disregard, bar, cast aside, count 

out If you prefer mild flavours, leave out the chilli. 

Proverbs 

"Let sleeping dogs lie" 

Collins Thesaurus of the English Language – Complete and Unabridged 2nd Edition. 2002 © 

HarperCollins Publishers 1995, 2002 

leave 1 

verb 

1. To move or proceed away from a place: 

depart, exit, get away, get off, go, go away, pull out, quit, retire, run (along), withdraw. 

Informal: cut out, push off, shove off. 

Slang: blow, split, take off. 

Idioms: hit the road, take leave. 

2. To give (property) to another person after one's death: 

will. 

Law: bequeath, devise. 

3. To give up or leave without intending to return or claim again: 

abandon, desert, forsake, quit, throw over. 

Idioms: run out on, walk out on. 

4. To relinquish one's engagement in or occupation with: 

demit, quit, resign, terminate. 
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phrasal verb 

leave off 

1. To come to a cessation: 

arrest, belay, cease, check, discontinue, halt, quit, stall, stop, surcease. 

Idiom: come to a halt. 

2. To cease trying to accomplish or continue: 

abandon, break off, desist, discontinue, give up, quit, relinquish, remit, stop. 

Informal: swear off. 

Slang: lay off. 

Idioms: call it a day, call it quits, hang up one's fiddle, have done with, throw in the towel. 

3. To desist from, cease, or discontinue (a habit, for example): 

break, cut out, give up, stop. 

Slang: kick. 

 

leave 2 

noun 

1. The approving of an action, especially when done by one in authority: 

allowance, approbation, approval, authorization, consent, endorsement, license, permission

, permit, sanction. 

Informal: OK. 

2. A regularly scheduled period spent away from work or duty, often in recreation: 

furlough, vacation. 

Chiefly British: holiday. 

The American Heritage® Roget's Thesaurus. Copyright © 2013, 2014 by Houghton Mifflin 
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 [liːv] (left (vb: pt, pp)) 
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A. N 

1. (frm) (= permission) → permiso m 

to ask leave to do sth → pedir permiso para hacer algo 

by your leave (o.f.) → con permiso de usted 

without so much as a "by your leave" → sin pedir permiso a nadie 

I take leave to doubt it → me permito dudarlo 

2. (= permission to be absent) → permiso m (Mil) (brief) → permiso m; (lengthy, 

compassionate) → licencia f 

leave of absence → permiso m para ausentarse 

to be on leave → estar de permiso or (S. CONE) licenciado 

3. (= departure) to take (one's) leave (of sb) → despedirse (de algn) 

to take leave of one's senses → perder el juicio 

have you taken leave of your senses? → ¿te has vuelto loco? 

B. VT 

1. (= go away from) → dejar, marcharse de; [+ room] → salir de, abandonar; [+ hospital] 

→ salir de; [+ person] → abandonar, dejar 

I'll leave you at the station → te dejo en la estación 

I must leave you → tengo que despedirme or marcharme 

you may leave us (frm) → puede retirarse (frm) 

she leaves home at 8am → sale de casa a las ocho 

he left home when he was 18 → se fue de casa a los 18 años 

to leave one's post (improperly) → abandonar su puesto 

to leave the rails → descarrilar, salirse de las vías 

the car left the road → el coche se salió de la carretera 

to leave school (= finish studies) → terminar el colegio 

to leave the table → levantarse de la mesa 

he has left his wife → ha dejado or abandonado a su mujer 

2. (= forget) → dejar, olvidar 

3. (= bequeath) → dejar, legar 

4. (= allow to remain) → dejar 

to leave two pages blank → dejar dos páginas en blanco 

to leave things lying about → dejar las cosas de cualquier modo 

it's best to leave him alone → es mejor dejarlo solo 

to leave sb alone or in peace → dejar a algn en paz 

let's leave it at that → dejémoslo así, ¡ya está bien (así)! 
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this left me free for the afternoon → eso me dejó la tarde libre 

to leave one's greens → no comer las verduras 

to leave a good impression on sb → producir a algn una buena impresión 

it leaves much to be desired → deja mucho que desear 

to leave one's supper → dejar la cena sin comer 

take it or leave it → lo tomas o lo dejas 

leave it to me! → ¡yo me encargo!, ¡tú, déjamelo a mí! 

I'll leave it up to you → lo dejo a tu criterio 

I leave it to you to judge → júzguelo usted 

he leaves a wife and a child → le sobreviven su viuda y un hijo, deja mujer y un hijo 

to leave sth with sb → dejar algo en manos de algn, entregar algo a algn 

I left the children with my mother → dejé los niños con mi madre 

leave it with me → yo me encargaré del asunto 

5. 

to be left (= remain) → quedar 

there's nothing left → no queda nada 

how many are (there) left? → ¿cuántos quedan? 

we were left with four → quedamos con cuatro, nos quedaron cuatro 

nothing was left for me but to sell it → no tuve más remedio que venderlo 

there are three left over → sobran tres 

all the money I have left → todo el dinero que me queda 

6. (Math) three from ten leaves seven → diez menos tres son siete, de tres a diez van siete 

C. VI (go out) → salir; (go away) [person] → irse, marcharse, partir; [train, bus] → salir 

the train is leaving in ten minutes → el tren sale dentro de diez minutos 

leave about leave around VT + ADV → dejar tirado 

leave aside VT + ADV → dejar de lado 

leaving that aside, let's consider → dejando eso de lado, consideremos ... 

leave behind VT + ADV 

1. (= not take) [+ person] → dejar, no llevar consigo 

we had to leave the furniture behind → no pudimos llevarnos los muebles 

we have left all that behind us (fig) → todo eso ha quedado atrás or ya es historia 

2. (= forget) → olvidarse 

3. (= outdistance) → dejar atrás 
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leave in VT + ADV [+ passage, words] → dejar tal como está/estaba, conservar; [+ plug] 

→ dejar puesto 

leave off 

A. VT + ADV 

1. → omitir, no incluir 

2. [+ lid] → no poner, dejar sin poner; [+ clothes] → no ponerse 

3. [+ gas] → no poner, no encender; [+ light] → dejar apagado 

4. (= stop) [+ work] → terminar, suspender 

to leave off smoking → dejar de fumar 

to leave off working → dejar or terminar de trabajar 

when it leaves off raining → cuando deje de llover 

we'll carry on where we left off last time → continuaremos por donde quedamos la última vez 

B. VI + ADV (= stop) → parar 

when the rain leaves off → cuando deje de llover 

leave off, will you! → ¡déjalo! 

leave on VT + ADV [+ clothes] → dejar puesto, no quitarse; [+ light, TV] 

→ dejar encendido or (LAM) prendido 

to leave one's hat on → seguir con el sombrero puesto, no quitarse el sombrero 

leave out VT + ADV 

1. (= omit) [+ word, passage] (on purpose) → omitir; (accidentally) → omitir, saltarse; 

[+ person] → dejar fuera, excluir 

nobody wanted to be left out → nadie quería quedar fuera 

he feels left out → se siente excluido 

leave it out! (Brit) → ¡venga ya!, ¡no me vengas con esas!, ¡tírate de la moto! (SP) 

2. (= not put back) → no devolver a su lugar, no guardar; (= leave outside) → dejar fuera 

it got left out in the rain → quedó fuera bajo la lluvia 

the cat was left out all night → el gato pasó toda la noche fuera 

3. (= leave ready) [+ food, meal] → dejar preparado 

leave over VT + ADV 

1. (after use) she saved whatever was left over of her wages → ahorraba lo 

que le sobraba del sueldo 

there is some wine left over from the party → queda un poco de vino de la fiesta 
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these are hang-ups left over from his childhood → eso son traumas de su niñez 

see also leave B5 

2. (= postpone) → dejar, aplazar 

Collins Spanish Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged 8th Edition 2005 © William Collins 

Sons & Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 

2005 

leave1 

 (liːv) – past tense, past participle left (left) – verb 

1. to go away or depart from, often without intending to return. He left the room for a 

moment; They left at about six o'clock; I have left that job.irse, marcharse 

2. to go without taking. She left her gloves in the car; He left his children behind when he went to 

France.dejar, abandonar 

3. to allow to remain in a particular state or condition. She left the job half-finished.dejar 

4. to let (a person or a thing) do something without being helped or attended to. I'll leave the 

meat to cook for a while.dejar 

5. to allow to remain for someone to do, make etc. Leave that job to the experts!dejar 

6. to make a gift of in one's will. She left all her property to her son.dejar 

leave alone 

not to disturb, upset or tease. Why can't you leave your little brother alone? dejar a alguien en 

paz 

leave out 

not to include or put in. You've left out a word in that sentence.omitir, excluir 

left over 

not used; extra. When everyone took a partner there was one person left over; We divided out the 

left-over food.de más, de sobra 

 

leave2 

 (liːv) noun 

1. permission to do something, eg to be absent. Have I your leave to go?permiso 
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2. (especially of soldiers, sailors etc) a holiday. He is home on leave at the moment.permiso 

take one's leave (of) 

to say goodbye (to). I took my leave (of the others) and went out. despedirse de alguien 

Kernerman English Multilingual Dictionary © 2006-2013 K Dictionaries Ltd. 

leave 

 → dejar, permiso 

Multilingual Translator © HarperCollins Publishers 2009 

leave 

n. [of absence] licencia, permiso de ausencia del trabajo; 

v. [to go away from] salir; [to give up] dejar, renunciar; descontinuar, abandonar; 

to ___ alone → dejar en paz; 

to ___ behind → dejar atrás; 

to ___ off → dejar fuera.What time does it leave? → ¿A qué hora sale? 

 What time does the bus leave? → ¿A qué hora sale el autobús? 
 When does the bus leave in the morning? (US) 

When does the coach leave in the morning? (UK) → ¿A qué hora sale el bus por la mañana? 

 What time does the train leave? → ¿A qué hora sale el tren? 

 Which platform does the train leave from? → ¿De qué andén sale el tren? 

 Which platform does the train for ... leave from? → ¿De qué andén sale el tren para ...? 

 Where does the boat leave from? → ¿De dónde sale el barco? 

 I'd like to leave it in ... → Me gustaría dejarlo en ... 

 Where do we leave the trash? (US) 

Where do we leave the rubbish? (UK) → ¿Dónde se deja la basura? 

 Do we have to clean the house before we leave? → ¿Tenemos que limpiar la casa antes de 

marcharnos? 

 Where can I leave my valuables? → ¿Dónde se pueden dejar los objetos de valor? 

 May I leave a message? (US) 

Can I leave a message? (UK) → ¿Puedo dejarle un mensaje? 

 Leave me alone! → ¡Déjeme en paz! 
 May I leave a message with his secretary? (US) 

Can I leave a message with his secretary? (UK) → ¿Puedo dejarle un mensaje con su 

secretaria? 
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T H E  C O M P L E T E  S E N T E N C E  

.  

A complete sentence has three characteristics: 

 First, it begins with a capital letter. 

 In addition, it includes an end mark—either a period [ . ], question mark [ ? ], or 

exclamation point [ ! ]. 

 Most importantly, the complete sentence must contain at least one main clause. 

Each main clause contains an independent subject and verb and expresses a 

complete thought. 

Check out these examples: 

T he  b anana  r o t t ing  a t  t he  bo t to m o f J immy ' s  bo o k  bag  ha s  so aked  h is  

b io lo g y no t es  w it h o o ze .  

Did  you  no t i ce  t he  c r ic ke t  sw imming  in yo ur  cup  o f t ea ?  

I  can no t  be l i ev e  t ha t  yo u  t r ie d  o ne  o f t ho s e  d is gu s t ing  c ho co la t e - br o cco l i 

mu f f ins !  

If a main clause exists in the sentence, you can attach whatever other sentence elements you 

need. Look at the additions to the main clause below. All of the additions keep the original main 

clause complete. 

A bum blebe e  f l e w in to  P e te r ' s  op en  m outh .  

Buz z ing  a r o und  t he  p ic n ic  t a b le ,  a  bu m blebee  f l e w in to  P e t er ' s  o pen  

m outh .  

http://www.chompchomp.com/terms/mainclause.htm
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A bum blebe e  f l e w in to  P e te r ' s  op en  m outh ,  s t ing ing  t he  po o r  bo y 's  

t o ngu e ,  w h ic h sw e l le d  up  a s  b ig  a nd  a s  b lu e  a s  a n e gg p la nt .  

Bec au se  it  s me l le d  t he  pe ac h - f la vo r ed  bu bb le  gu m,  a  bum blebe e  f l e w in to  

P e te r ' s  o pen  m outh .  

A bum blebe e  f l e w in to  P e te r ' s  op en  m outh  a nd  t ick le d  t he  po o r  bo y ' s  

t o ns i ls .  

T ak ing  a  wr o ng  t u r n,  a  bum bleb ee  f l e w in to  P e te r ' s  op en  m outh ,  bu t  it  

bu zz ed  ba c k  o u t  be fo r e  P e t e r  swa l lo w e d .  

Avo id  a n ac c id e nt a l f r a g me nt .  

Sometimes you might begin a group of words with a capital letter, then conclude with an end 

mark, but forget to insert a main clause anywhere in the mix. When this happens, you have 

written a fragment, a major error in writing. 

Read the examples that follow: 

Bec au se  hu ngr y s har k s  f la s hed  o n t he  s u r fa ce  o f t he  wa ve s .  

No main clause = a fragment. 

Sp i l l ing  t he  ho t  spag he t t i s auc e  a l l  o ve r  h is  ne w su ede  s ho es .  

No main clause = a fragment. 

T o  bu y n ic e  jew e lr y fo r  h is  g r ee d y g ir l f r ie nd  G lo r ia .  

No main clause = a fragment. 

Fo r  e xa mp le ,  a  ma i lbo x s t u f fe d  w it h b i l ls ,  t wo  do ze n me ss age s  o n t he  

a ns wer ing  mac h ine ,  a n upp it y ca t ,  a nd  a  dea d  law n.  

http://www.chompchomp.com/terms/mainclause.htm
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No main clause = a fragment. 

And  pe eke d  int o  t he  r o o m,  r isk ing  t he  wr a t h o f Mr s .  M auz y,  w ho  ha s  no  

pa t ie nc e  fo r  s t ude nt s  wa lk ing  int o  c las s  la t e .  

No main clause = a fragment. 

Read the revisions below. You will see that adding a main clause completes the thought: 

Bec aus e  hung ry  sha rk s  f la sh ed  on  the  surf a ce  o f  the  wa ve s ,  M ik e  a nd  

Sar a h d ec id ed  t o  r et u r n t he ir  su r fbo ar d s  t o  t he  ca r .  

Leo nar do  g r a bbed  t he  po t  ha nd le  w it h h is  ba r e  ha nds , sp i l l ing  the  ho t  

spagh e t t i  sau ce  a l l  o ve r  h i s  n ew sued e  shoe s .  

Da nn y so ld  ha l f  o f h is  co mic  bo o k  co l l ec t io n  t o  buy  n i ce  j e we l r y  f or  h i s  

gre ed y  g i r l f r i end  Glo r i a .  

Fo r exam ple ,  Apr i l  fo u nd  a  m ai lbox  s t u f f ed  wi th  b i l l s ,  t wo  do zen  

m essag e s  on  the  an sw e r ing  m ach ine ,  an  upp i t y  c a t ,  and  a  de ad  la wn .  

Sher r y t u r ne d  t he  do o r kno b  and  pe eke d  in to  the  r oom ,  r i sk in g  the  w ra th  

o f  Mr s .  Mau z y ,  who  ha s  no  pa t i enc e  f or  s tuden t s  wa lk in g  in to  c la s s  l a t e .  

ompleting sentences 

MAY 12, 2013 -  

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word or phrase. 

1. He began to play guitar when he ............................... six. 

is 

was 

2. He started talking about his pet projects, but everybody ................................... out of the room. 

goes 

https://www.englishgrammar.org/completing-sentences/?pdf=2839


went 

had gone 

3. I looked out of the window and saw Susie ..................................... down the street. 

to drive 

driving 

drove 

4. My legs were stiff because I ......................................... standing still for a long time. 

was 

have been 

had been 

5. I wondered who ................................... the money. 

took 

has taken 

had taken 

6. After he finished his exams, he .................................. to New York for a month. 

goes 

went 

has gone 

7. We eat that we ..................................... live. 

may 

must 

should 

8. I don’t know ............................... she will come. 

that 

whether 



weather 

9. If they ..................................... him to a good hospital, he would have survived. 

have taken 

took 

had taken 

10. This is the girl ...................................... won the first prize. 

who 

which 

whom 

Answers 

1. He began to play guitar when he was six. 

2. She started talking about his pet projects, but everybody went out of the room. 

3. I looked out of the window and saw Susie driving down the street. 

4. My legs were stiff because I had been standing still for a long time. 

5. I wondered who had taken the money. 

6. After he finished his exams, he went to New York for a month. 

7. We eat that we may live. 

8. I don’t know whether she will come. 

9. If they had taken him to a good hospital, he would have survived. 

10. This is the girl who won the first prize. 

 

 



Topic Sentences 

A topic sentence essentially tells readers what the rest of the paragraph is about. All sentences 

after it have to give more information about that sentence, prove it by offering facts about it, or 

describe it in more detail. For example, if the topic sentence concerns the types of endangered 

species that live in the ocean, then every sentence after that needs to expound on that subject.  

Topic sentences also need to relate back to the thesis of the essay. The thesis statement is like a 

road map that will tell the reader or listener where you are going with this information or how 

you are treating it.  

Topic Sentences and Controlling Ideas 

Every topic sentence will have a topic and a controlling idea. The controlling idea shows the 

direction the paragraph will take. 

Here are some examples: 

 Topic Sentence: There are many reasons why pollution in ABC Town is the worst in the 

world.   

 The topic is “pollution in ABC Town is the worst in the world” and the controlling idea is 

“many reasons.” 

  

 Topic Sentence: To be an effective CEO requires certain characteristics.  

 The topic is “To be an effective CEO” and the controlling idea is "certain characteristics."  

  

 Topic Sentence: There are many possible contributing factors to global warming. 

 The topic is "global warming" and the controlling idea is "contributing factors."  

  

 Topic Sentence: Fortune hunters encounter many difficulties when exploring a shipwreck.   

 The topic is “exploring a shipwreck” and the controlling idea is “many difficulties.” 

  

 Topic Sentence: Dogs make wonderful pets because they help you to live longer.  

 The topic is "dogs make wonderful pets" and the controlling idea is "because they help you 

to live longer." 

  

 Topic Sentence: Crime in poverty-stricken areas occurs as a result of a systemic 

discrimination.  

 The topic is "crime in poverty stricken areas" and the controlling idea is "systemic 

discrimination."  

  

 Topic Sentence: Teen pregnancy may be prevented by improved education. 

 The topic is "teen pregnancy may be prevented" and the controlling idea is "improved 

education." 

  

http://www.yourdictionary.com/thesis


 Topic Sentence: Cooking requires a number of different skills. 

 The topic is "cooking" and the controlling idea is "many different skills." 

  

 Topic Sentence: It is important to be ready before buying a house. 

 The topic is "buying a house" and the controlling idea is it's "important to be ready."  

  

 Topic Sentence: Graduating from high school is important for many different reasons. 

 The topic is "graduating from high school" and the controlling idea is "many different 

reasons." 

  

 Topic Sentence: Having a first child is difficult because of the significant adjustments in 

your life.  

 The topic is "having a first child" and the controlling idea is "significant adjustments in your 

life." 

  

 Topic Sentence: Remodeling a kitchen successfully requires research and a good eye.  

 The topic is "remodeling a kitchen" and the controlling idea is "requires research and a good 

eye."  

A carefully thought out topic sentence has two functions. First, it helps you, the author, to stay 

focused. Second, a clearly stated topic and controlling idea will give readers the tools they need 

to clearly understand what you have to say. 

Remember that topic sentences set the tone for the paragraph and should relate back to the thesis 

or the main idea of the paper. 

What’s a paragraph? 

A paragraph is a group of sentences that share one main idea. A paragraph can stand alone as a 

composition or may be one part of a longer piece of writing, such as an essay or report. Every 

paragraph has the same basic structure: 

1. Topic Sentence 

2. Supporting Sentences 

3. Concluding Sentence 

 

What’s a topic sentence? 



A topic sentence is the sentence that clearly identifies the main idea in each paragraph. It 

controls the focus of the paragraph. It is usually, but not always, the first or second sentence 

within a paragraph. 

The following are weak topic sentences: 

1. Canada shares a border with the United States. 

o Too narrow. A fact cannot be a topic sentence because it does not contain an idea that 

can be developed. 

2. Studying is difficult. 

o Too broad. This sentence needs to be more specific. Studying what? Difficult for whom? 

3. Why traditional values are disappearing 

o Incomplete sentence. While this may be a good topic, it is not a topic sentence because it 

is grammatically incomplete. 

4. I would like to discuss in this paragraph the growing concern about air pollution in my city. 

o Do not announce your topic or intentions. 

A good topic sentence clearly introduces the topic of the paragraph and makes a point about that 

topic (a main idea). It makes a statement which is neither too broad nor too narrow. A good topic 

sentence should also give the reader an idea of what type of paragraph he or she will be reading 

(Narrative, Descriptive, Opinion, Comparison/Contrast, Cause/Effect, Process, Classification, 

Summary). 

Here are some revised versions of the above topic sentences: 

1. Canadian cultural identity has been heavily influenced by its relationship with and proximity 

to the United States. 

2. Studying two languages at once can be very challenging. 

3. There are several reasons why traditional values are disappearing. 

4. Air pollution is a growing concern in my country. 
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